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IN TRbDU\3TION,

Thl,s study w·as initiated in a .proP<?t:)al by Mr.
'.'

DO.nald Welch, :O:~rector of the Department of Family ~ervice~,
Court of Domes tic Rela'tions, Mul tnomah ,County J Portland,
Or'egon.
Mr. Welch wanted to illustrate the gro-wth and
~evelopm~nt

af the agency 'over its ten-year,history,

Addi

tionally;, this. study is a practicum project unoer the
a~spic:es of Portland· s,ta~e Oniver~'L~y' S·cho.ol of .80c1es1., W9~k.

Thus the stu·dy

incorp~rates

both agen'cy and academic 'require..

merit.
The study begins with a look at the sociological
foundatton,s underlying tt).e Department of Family'Servic'es and
the social, ins,ti tutions of law and marriage and the family.
In order to present the working operatipn of t·he agency tbere

are chapters dealing with custody and visitation and marriage
and fami.ly counseling.

This work is, defined, an<J the methods
,

involved are explaiY:led, an,d illus·trated.

An historical O\1:er

view of th'e 'ag'ency with 'regard to ,per-sonne'l, policy arid
ort'entation 1s presen~ed.

-~
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'CHAP'TER I

THE FAMILY AS AN INSTITUTION

In order to ·insure an equilibrium of community
life and guard against the'breakdown of social order, all
socie,ties provide agencies which perform regulatory and
maintenance func~tions fo.:r the co~muni ty.

These re'gulatory

and maintenance agencies are the means, by' which society J

"

'.,

groups.,. families, and indivi,duals are ordeI'ed and ·s tabiltzeO.
The Court of Domestic Rel-ations and tl1e Department of Family
Services can properly be defined a:s being regul'a.tory

"~nd

maintenance agencies for the institutions of marriage and
the family.
Society is people and the basis of society, and
civilizatioo is people living together.

As the inc~bator of·

human nature an'd teae'h~r of the rule~ which regulate Bocial
relations, the fa~ily becomes the nucleus in the interaction
of in~ivtdual an'Q soeiety.

Children are bo'rn, reared,

"

socialized, and

plac~d

in society as members of families.

Society guides the family in this s.ervice by provid·ing a
norma t.i ve sys tern of fotkways, mores ~n~ laws" wht'ch has as
one of its ends the assuranc·es of stability in the familia.1
insti tu tion. (4)
Soc.ial institutions are simply buman endeavors to
organize, maintain a'nd fulfill basic human wants and needs.
Institutions additionally operat.e as th~ systematized and
regUlatory forms" of soc.ial' adjustment.

T.hey are in essence

-~

---

2

the foundations oT
•

so,.cl~ty,

"

•

th'e

.f:l~ament

.which

al~ows

for

~

I

the steady, and smoo'th prqces's' of community life,_

The term

,10'st1'tution then "on the one s·ide re,fers to certain relations
between human belrigs,

o~

the other to human beings themselves

united ,by the fulfillment of some particular function. "( 4)
We may
structures.

distingui~h

between analytic and concrete

Analy'tic structures never ex'ist except in

sociological theorizing; therein, they are simply idealized,
usually single-functional structu.res. 'In the "real world"
however, they 'are only concrete s·t.ructures, which are 1nes- '
capably multifunctional.

The most impoTtant different1ation

of roles in a basic societal structure (institution) is that
involved in the corresponding core relationship.(B)
Th~ family then, from a sPdiologi~al ~e~~pective,

is a 'bastc societal a.tructure (institution) centered about
the basic societal function of replacement.
The core relationships, as mentioned above, refer
to

husband~wife,

par~nt-child

and sibling-sibling.

A socio

logical de,fini tion of nuclear family , however, qualifies the
requirement for one or more children.
however, that the married couple

It may be argued,

repre~ents

the only legiti

mate core relationship for reproduction, that there is the
potentiality for reproduction in every married couple, and
it is useful for our study to include the marital relation
ship which

i~

"We

the setting for the nuclear family.(8)
b~g'in

wi th the axiom that the family 1s the

fundamental and most important inst1tution of society" as

3
.s~~atea by Mon~q~. (.5)- . The fam:ilY: is the socia'l fl1stl~tit.lon;
~

~

ft'

whl'ch fs" dev.eloped

~

f

J'.

~

..

arQ~,nd th~ c.bl1d"mo'ther-fat.her-·~tblrng

"relatIonship. . I~ is fu'rl9amentp.l because from it socJ.ety
or.igtnates

~Qd

i.s perpetua'lly re'p1enisheo, a.nd· it is most

1mportant in that it 1s ·the pr.tnc1pal agency for tne 'incul
cation and transmission of society's values.

It 1s with1n

th1s i'nstitution that the child first learns to' be a human
being," a ,soclal being, and as a resu·lt of the' interaction '
'between himself and the socializing ,con,di tio~ 'of

F11~'

ular family the found.ations of his character .and

pe·~sorialit~·

partiG-:

are .formed. (5)
It pa.s -be.en the dtstlnctive contributlon

cif

sociology to demonstrate that learning the role of others
occurs through the

a~to~'s

taking the Tole of the other,

1.e., trying to act as the other would act.

One learns. the

pehavior. .apl>ropria te ·to his posi tion in a group through
interaction with others who hold normative beliefs about what
hiS role.sndula .be and who' are
for correct and

tnco~rect

~ble

actions.

to reward and punish him
As. part of ' the same

learning process, one acquires expectation of how others in
the group will behave.
Overt role-taking is most evident and critical for
children who actively and dramat1cally play the role of the
observed

p~rents

and in' this process are socialized.

It 1s postulated' then that the family is the basis
of SOCiety, and anything that goes wrong with the family is
reflected in detrimental ways in'society_

"

_e!'

4

William G!Iasser has stated, "because mo're families
a·re breaking' ·up tha,n eVer- before, the

fam11~

dispensable than it was in the past.

The contrary is proba

bly

tru.e~rr(l)

melY seem, more

Becaus'e divorce is common, many children in

our society have no intact family to help them toward a
successful role.

These children, with less fa:mily involve

ment, often have a difficult task gaining a successful
identity.

Many faiJ, and hostile about their fail'tlre, place'

a heavy burden on society.(l)
in

This heavy

burde~

is reflected

our socie'ty·s rat'e of extreme sbcial'disorganlza,t1'on.

"The United states has, the highest divorce and separation
rates in the Western world; it has the highest alcoholic
rate, the highest violent crime rate, the highest juvenile
delinquency rate,

'th~

second highest' homicide rate" and the

fifth hignest suicide rate."(5)
Broken homes have often' been, accused of oontribu
ting to this social disorganization.

OUr. society is

reasonably well aware of the causes of these conditions, b~t
does virtually nothing by way of prever:-rtion, and it is
equally delinquent
mentioned

soc~al

w~th

respect to therapy.(5)

The above-

disorganization would evidence a need for

preventive 'and therapeu tic in terve'n tion.
Since human beings are the parties to marital
relationships, there is the possibility of mistakes and dis
satisfaction in the choice of mates, or situations arising
which make ,forced relati0nship individually or socially
,

intolerable or undesirable.

.

Hence, among most people there

--

-~

~80"""1

5
is di'vottce ~ th~ t, ,is, the; standard and socially accepta::t>le

g'ro'\~nds 'fb~',.d;tss6.lut~on, and' means; 'of satisfying any Qtner
consequences o.f separatlon.(3)
Ashley Montagu states:

CUltur.al Anthropolpgist

"Many marriages are a mi'stake

the

kind of 'mistake which the proper future education may

r~duce

t,o <the van'ishing point.

But while such mistakes continue to

be made it is a good thing that they can be corrected by
dl-vor'ce.

Often the rfqarly first evidence of goqd sense in

a

marriage is the d~cision to div·orce."(5')
It. is in dealing with qivoree and the contingencies'
of dissolution' that the institutions of fam'1ly and law over
lap and there necess'itates a .form of re$ulation known 'as
so<cia1 legislation.
the

r~sP9nsibility

F0r the purpose's of their own survival
for the well-being of their newborn

memb'ers is assumed' by the society' and concern is direc'ted .
toward establishing and maintaining a stable family system
whatever its form.
CUstom ~and law seek to regulate the relationshl,p
among family members by 'defining the rights and duties of
each p·ersonal role wi thin the family and by facili tating the
interaction between fam,ily and community.

Society protects

its interest in a functioning family by attempting con'tro'l of
patterns of interaction between husband and wife, parent and
child and'brother and sister.
Freud and later

~ocial

scientists have pointed to

the importance of childhood and'parent-child relationships in
the formation of

persona.l~ty

patte,rns.

It has long been

--

6
known tha't' 'fam~ily relation~hips, whi1e not the sole ,q'ause,
play a crt ti-oal rble,
'1.n the causa t,ion of juven i1'e del in
,.,
quency.

In i9~4 the ~i te HQu'Se Conf_epence Repol't indica ted

that one-half to two-third,s of all homes where
was present

w~re ~roken 'b~

delinqu~ncy

the absence of one oi both parents

as a result of death, separation, desertion or divorce.

The

report also stressed the importance of tensions and 'conflict,s
tn the family as factors 1n delinquency, pointing out that ri
psychologically broken

hom~

is

jus~

as serious a drawback to,

adequate' deve+opment of the child's personality as a legally
-broken, one.

'rhe important role of the famil'y and its members

in providing this stable platform for child development is
dealt wi~h by society.' Folkways and mores urge and the law
orders that at least during the early period of the child's
life, pa·rents shall perform certain duties as a result of
their responsibility to the child and, ultimately, to
society.
Social Science res,earchers and legislators operate
in an area in which their accomplishments are continually
superseded by the movement of a non-static society.- Legisla
tive trends and accomplishments are always in the process of
obsolescence as contemporary problems evolve.
Hogan and Ianni feel that the three contemporary
issues of family legislation are:

(1) the advisability of

uniform laws of marriage and the family, (2) the right of the
State to act in the interests of dependent members of the
family, and (3) legal realization of the need for a social

-------

~"'-
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sc'ien'ce apPP9ach to '. the probJ,:em .of family uni ty . (4)
.It ha·s·· been said t:hci t '''divorce.
s'ingle marriage. It

n-ev~r

broke up' a

For' the mos~t part it is .true.

Dl vo~ce

I":'~

··readjusts status, provides l~gal recognition 'to a pre-exist
.

,

ing state of affairs, ends,

q~alif1es

and creates rights and

obligations" moral ahd legal, but it is not the enemy of the
ma'rr1.~ge,

the enemies are those factors which o.pera,ting

w.ith1n the 'associa:tion b'et~ee~ 'men and women, fl'rst weaken
and then 'break it. (6) .'
. In conclusion 1t would seem evident

that

divorce

and separation pr.oceedings are not just another form of
litigation, but one aSpect of a precious and

co~plex

social

institut10h, the family, and that they have to be dealt witli
as a social and the,rapeutic 'problem of great and far rea.ch
ing importance.
The following chapters will attempt to illustrate
the h;tstorical development of ,the Dep~rtinent. of Fa~ily Settv~
ices an~. gescribe the technique arid procedure utilized by the
pro·fess·ional staft' in dealing wIth the complex ramif'ications'
of tne most basic of society's social institutions -- the
family.

,~

"-....

~
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CHAPTER II

THE AGENCY:

MAINTENANCE OF THE FAMILY INSTI'IUTION

The dev.elopment of the Department of Family
Services' in the Court of Domestic Relations is a reflection
of the changing thinking regarding the treatment of domestic
problems.

The interest in family services follows, the devel

opment of the juven1+e court system 1n the UnlteQ States.
The first official juvenile court in the United States was
instituted in Chicago, Illinois on July 1, 1899.

Denver,

Colorado was the next city in which a juvenile court was
created.

The court was the result of the efforts of a great

pioneer in the juvenile court movement, Judge Benjamin
Lindsey,

fi~st

in Denver, later of Los Angeles.(l)

Judge

Paul W. Alexander of the Domestic Relations and Juvenile
Court of Toledo, Ohio, was another person who occupie4 a key
position in, the d-evelopment of the concept of the Juvenile
Court and the Family Court.
Expe~ience

revealed the need of a court where'the

family in all its aspects could be handled, for otherwise the
legal problems arising from the effort to deal adequately
with a bad family situation had to be, scattered among several
courts.

Thus came the court of domestic relations which is

now often known as the family court.

These courts when they

first appeared were restricted to a narrower program, having
.
in charge enforcement of family desertion and non-support
,

legislation.

1

•

...,--

_

10
The Cincinnati Court of Domestic Relations was
perhaps the first to express fully the new attitude, "toward,
In' 1~:13, it

the family symbolized by tne juvenile court. (2)
.

,

too'}<: oyer th'e admln,i,s tra t10n of the laws which had led to the
es tablishment of the earlier types of courts o'f domes ti'c
relat'ions, and also the function of the juvenile court and
jurisdiction over divorce, and establ.ishment of paternity"
\

.This court under the inspiration of. Judge .charles HO'ff]nan,
had great influence over the, thinking aqd practice of s.oc1al
work.ers upon whom so' la,rgely falls the decisi,on,. in dealing
wi th fam.tly· crisis.

or

Social wO'~kers ,we·re early ~mplpyee~

tbe domestic relations court. system and' have continued to
domtnate' in the field.
The idea of establishing special courts with
comprehensive jurtsd'iction in all matters of family and child
welfare requiring judicial dis'posi tl<?n has ,been advanced .f;or
several years by leaders in the fields of law and

soc~al

work, but it bas been translated into prq.ctice only 1n',a r,ew
..~

pl'aces.

.

~

•

It rece'i ved impetus through the Na tional

..~

. . . ..

,~

1

,CC:')nfer~nc.e

on Family Life held 1n WC1shington, D.C •. 1n May 1948.
Even when divorce cases are heard by courts ,of
general jurisdiction as 1s the present rule, the need for,
soc1al investigation, especially where children are involved,
has been recognized by a number of judges in several
sit t ing 1n divorce cas'es.

stat~s

In Michigan, for example, it is

the statutory duty of the' circuit judge of the county to
recommend

-

for appointment by the governor a "Friend of the

·

,-'



"'.....
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Cou,r,t" whos'e duty it.., is tq i.ny~stigat~ and make re99mntenda-,
l

J

..

t~~J1~

in: motions .in

"

t-:~

":"1...

'"

t

div9~c.e,

J

""

..~.

•

~ .,

".

separate ·mainten'ance· ·an·a

'.

'

,

anntiltn'eot cases.
Although' Oregon. had' juvenile court legislation
early in the Twentieth centurY, it was rather late 1n the
development of domestic

re~ations

courts.

Until

re~ent

years

much of the domest,1c relations 'and juvenile court matters
:wer~

adjudicated by cbun'ty .ju"dges who1:le.' qu,al1fi9atipria did

no t even r~qu ire a law degree.

Mu 1 tnotrlalf CotI.n ty was the

fir.st county in Oregon to place domestic relations and
j~v~nl,le
·8

court cases' under the circuit court and to provide

circuit eourt Judge ~ho would handl~ these cases exclu- .

sivel'y.

In Multn'omah. Cqunty, the Court of ''Domestic

Relation~

bas two main functionsj juvenile court proceedings and
jurisdiction over divorce, annulments and adoptions.
The development of the Multnomah County Department'
,

o~

.

Family Services has been an evolutionary one and can be

traqe'd almost entirely

throu~h

the influence of the judges of

the'Court of Domestic Relations for Multnomah County and the
,d.irectprs· of the department.

Hertzler points out the fact

that the history of a social agency can be game-red through
the efforts of certatn individuals and observes that "certain
indiv1.duaIs have dominated institutions by force of person
~lity

or hy a special acquisition of soc1al power."(3)
When one g'enerally th inks of the Court of Domes tic

Relations in Multnomah County historically the name of Judge
Donald E. Long Boon comes to the fore·.

Judge Long served as

..

,~

'
12

the sole judg'e of the Court of Dqmestie, ,Relations from 1937
. to, 1951.

Wa.r
Arfuy,

nurr:ing World,

'1n the Uni ted Stat~s'

II Ju'd:ge .Long took, his' ~om1&,s 16n.
serving in the Eu-ropean. '.fheate!,~

Iri his ~bsen'Ce~ his judicial duties were a'~sumed by several
of the circuit court judges sitting on the trial bench.
.

. '

Judge, Lon'g returned from the war to 'find tpat juvenile
'd.e'lfnquency had 1ncrea,sed several fold tn the Portland are'a.
".

due to the rapid g·;r'owth
family structure.

rn.

po.pula't1.on and the breakdown of

Judge Long set out in e,arnest ~o develop "

programs to aid young" people ~
for the rights

ot

He' WE;B a l,eader in the fight'

children and was instrumental inprpv:!d1ng
,

faQ1l1~ies

.other than the'county
jail for deta1niqg
juveniles
.
.

and instituted a prog'ram wh~r~by childre'n taken into custody
~t the p'ol~ce were gr~nted a prelfminary .hearing be:r'or~ a

Judge w1thtn twenty-four hour's wherever possible.

Judge

Long went on to d1sti-nguish himself nationally as a juven.1le
court judge and was the prime mover in the development of

In

th'~ juveniie co-q::rt an~ home loQa.t~d at, .14Ql N.. 'E •. 68th.
~.

,

•

..

r ~

~:.

~

•

~"

. . . .

"'.

·tr1bu·te to Judge Long this

~

1;;'

,,\Jr

fa~tl'1 ty

\ .

~

ha's

II<.

..1....

~

,

•

1:
J

be~n

•

t

.,'
..,

'.

.

•

dedicated as

the Donald E. Long HC?m'e,.
Judge

Lo~g

also had a keen interest in his role as
,

a divorce court judge.

He felt strongly that the advers'ary

process of the' court roOm' was a necessary legal proce,dure ,bu t
that this method involving examination and cross-examination
of witnesses was not always the p'roductive and effective
means to employ 10 assessi~g th~ abilities of the individual
parents as' proper custodians of· chil,dren.

The court room

--

: ............... ,<

13
' ..

.drama' i tsel'f -,was ','often overwhelm:tn~ ,to some individuals and

Ij

as aresu::lt' t ..qe litigants c0ul.q: present, tbem~elves as less
<

,

..

r

effec<'tive, pe.rsons than they would have under less stressfuJ
,

circurnstanc~'s·.

(1) ,

Relying on his experience with social workers as
juvenile .court counselors, Judge Long decided to employ a
social worker to conduct a soci·'al evaluation of th'e two
paren ts and to f'ile 'a wr,i t ten report wi th the court s'et t,ing
forth the
th~

f~ndings

cou.rt as

~o

of tbe socia'l worke'r and recommenda,t'ion

the

b~s t

~o

cus t?dy plan for· the minor ch il'dtten ':

of the parties involved in the

di~orce

action.

Initially

these cases would be assigned on the basis that· the parties
wan ted. such a ,s tu dy •

Judge Long' s plans were temporarily

thwarted' by the fact that his domestic relations budget had
no

provi~ion

for a social worker.

As he did have monies to

hire a staff to operate the courtroom he hired the first
social wo:rke,r as a court bailiff.

Win~fred

first social worker h1.red in this capacity.

Hutchins was the
The soctal

worker functioned 'independent of the juvenile court.
In 1951 Judge Long was' jo1'ned on the bench by Judge
V,irg11 H. Langtry.

Judge Long and Judge Langtry .each employ

ed a soclal worker to assist him on an individual basis,
Ruby Page EUwer served Judge Long while Elaine O'Brien joined
Judge Langtry' s staff.

During this period, the soc1al workers'

be'came known as family cons~ltant's t·o the court and their
cases were genera'lly selected for them by the judges, usually
based on ,the complexity of the case.

The reports were

.

,,.--..~

14
~tfteen

extensive and lengthy" often containing as many as
1

'

•

·twen"ty p,ag'es'.·~ Du.~' 't~ ~he .anl<Durit' of ·tlm.~ ":1:nvblv~d
I

".\0"

i

{

"

"

:L1l, ~a¢n,

l·

'

''.

"

to

,

'individual c'as'e the consultant·'s· "casel-oad ,was nee,es,sa'r11'y'
small in number.
The family consul tants came under the d'irec-t;Lon and
budget of the juvenile court.
sul'tants were

re~ponslb+e

In practice, however, the con

to thei!' individual judge.'
Althougq
.
"

''\

the· 'personnel c~anged, through the ye,ars, the· numbep' .~f

"to'

the early 'i950 ' s JU:dge
Carl' A. Dahl be-came assoc.1ated with the Court of' Domes1(,1c

,const+ltants remained constant.

R~lations,

.'

'first" on a part·-time basis 'and later on a· full

time asslgnment.

'In 1960 Judge Langtry £-ransferred -to the

triGtl bench creating, ava-c,ancy..

Judge Jean L. Lewis was

appointed to ,.fill 'this pos'itlon.

~he

Upon

;retirement of

Judge Long., Judge' Jeah L,ewis was appointed as the pres:iding;
judge of the Court o'f Domestic Relations.
,

J.udge Haw19w F.

~

~

1

Lenon was· appolnte.d to the hench in 1961 when a new' dbmes'tic
.relat:tonJl3 judgeship ~~s crea't'ed
.!

"'...

..

In 1972 an additional

Judge

Mercea~s

ret'ired

~1n

Hoomissen.

Py

t'he lee;:Is.la ture.

I,

,

,

. , . .

judg~sh1p

'waf1

~.

Deiz was elected to the position.

1973 and "w·as succeeded. by Judge

.GeQ~e

This brought the court to its present

of four judges of the Court of
Ju~ge 1,e\'11s

I

Dom~stic

~.,,~

•

~

oreat~d

'and·

Judge Danl
Van·
compl~ment

Relations.

'term as ~reSid~t:lg ju(ige ):las· b~en note

worthy for the changes ins t1. tu ted in. 'the agency and the
growth of services to ,the community.

T~e

staff was increased

.and the agency b'ecame known as the Depa,rtment of Famtly
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Service of the Col:irt of Domestic'Relations for Multnomah
County.

~Qr the fir~t t'ime the agency had its own'directo:r:-,

Much of the increase in staf~ was necessita~ed by th~ ~as-·
. sage of the autborization for the 1mplimentati6n of concilia
tion services (court sponsored marital counseling) in the
State of Oregon in 1963.

Oregon conciliation legislatton was

slow. in coming and was based on the model of the
Cbncillatlon Court sy~tem,.

Califo.rni~

The formal emergence of conoi11a-:, .

tion counseling by courts had its beginning with the .
establishment of thf? conciliation, concept 1n CaI1fo\m'ia~. 'T~e
,Corrciliation Court of Los Angeles county was" e6~abllsh'ed in .

1939, but it was not until 1955 that the first 'ilroresefon~lly
.

,

trained counselors were employed by the court.

This concept
'0;

grew out of the awareness that throughout history" th.e

la~

has enunciated the principle of strengtbening and -pres'erving
family life.

But, until the emergence of the conciliation

court concept, the law had no e'ffe'ctive action-oriented
program for handling such matters.

Tradit~on~lly,

the legal.
? ,

and s.ocial aspect's of fam:ily breakdown have been treated ,as
if they were separate entities.

The Los Angeles

Cone~llatiqn

Court has rejected the separate hahdling of legal and social
a8p~cts and instead takes' an interdis~iplinary approa~h to

working with family breakdown.

This con'cept has taken the

combination df legal and soclal and has· shown its efrective
ness in de'aling with families •.
There has been, an incr,eaSing, breakdown of the
family as tradi tionally conceived'. 'Divorce ,has been .used:
,

,

,....-

-
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inc'reasingly as' a soluti.pn to' ma,rital prob;tems.

With this

i~~,rease has 'come th~ rea11zatlon .by those who are p'rot~s-'

s'ionally .involved, that the courts should be concerned ,wi tt)
,

considerations in addition to the legal grounds for divorce.
Child custody, division of property, support payments,

an~

other legal considerations seldom disclose the real reasons
underlying the disintegration of' the I'amily.

As Hogan and

Ianni state,
Extra-family interest, lack of identification
w'ith ktn" adjustment to a culture whi,ch
glorifies ind~yiduallsm, are only a few
elements in the modern American culture
pattern which operates to weaken mar1t~1
and fam,ily ties. 'Yet our soc1~ty still 'holds
as inv~olable the principles of stabi+ity and
continuity in family living. It is the
purpose of all matrimonial law to ensure this
stability and continu~ty and of divo~qe law
to allow tor an orderly diss'olu tion and re
adjustment when the marriage has been dis
rupted.(S)
It has become apparent that since a

marr~age

cannot

be officially terminated without recourse to a legal proce
dure, the judiciary is·in an advantageous position to provide
marital counseling services for estranged couPles.

Until a

decade ago, few such court-connected services were actually
in existence.
With this philosophy the Multnomah County Court of
Domest~c

Relations began its program of conciliation

servi~ffi.

In August of 1963, Fred A. Hutchinson was appointed the first
director of the Department of Family Services.

For a time

the agency functioned under the title of Family Consultant
and Conciliation Services.

Mr. Hutchinson was the first MSW

~
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hir.e.d in the ., depart'me;n t and came to the agency wi th cona1der
"

able exper~ence' in -the field of social ~ervtce to cl1'1.rd:r~n
and famili-es~

Judge Lewis and Mr. Hutchinson visite4 the

Conciliation Court of Los. Angeles County for a first hand
observation of a conciliation court in action.

Through the

efforts of Judge Lewis and Mr. Hutchinson the concili'ation
concept received rapid acceptance in the community.
Hutchinson appeared before the Family
Oregon Sta te

:sal'

L~w

Fred

Section of the

Asso,c1a tion to acquaint the .legal communi ty:

wi th the concilia,tion mO.vemen·t and gained' conside;rtabl~.

support from that body.

In fact

th~

la'wyers of MultnQmah

County have become one of the chief sources of referrai to
the court services.(Q)
UnCleI' Mr. Hu·tchinson 1 s direction there was a change
in the manner of conducting the social evaluation in custody
matters.

The emphasis was changed from that of an

1nvest~

gation to that of a gtudy which resulted in a greater'
reliance on the counselor 1 s interviewing· and
skills.

diagno~stic

L"ess emphasis was placed on interviewing collateral

references.

This shift in focus implied that the counselors

had achieved a level of competence which enabled them to

rel~

on their professional skills 1n the psychosocial assessment
of the parenting potential of each parent.
During the directorship ,of Mr. Hutch1nson, there
was a concerted effort to encourage staff members to return
to college to receive their masters , degr,ees.

This policy has

continued and ha,s afforded several members of the staff the

~..,,~

......

-

~
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-,opportuni,ty and :·ericouragerp.e~t to Gomplete their ~raduate
tr.aining.·( 7l
Fred Hutchinson, in an effort to develop the agency
and expand. lts influ,ence in the area of family therapy ~ real
ly placed no restrictions on the types of cases'accepted'by
Family Services.

His philosophy was 'that any person who came

to the agency with a problem was'in pain and deserving of
assistanc~

whi9h would relieve that pain.

regard for the client's needs was so
\

would go to any length to provide

Mr. HutchiRson's

co~pelling

aB~stance

that he

of.t~n

eve'n if- It. meant

sides tepping or ignoring rules and regu 1at'ions •

In a sens,e

this philosophy has become a part of the philosophy of the
agency.
Mr. Hutchinson had a strong, conviction that there
should be d.1vision between conciliation services (marItal
therapy) and consultant services (custody evaluations).

For

the mos t part this di v is ion pers is ted throughou t his tenure
as director of the agency.
When Mr. Hutchinson resigned after six years to be
come the director of Albertina Kerr Homes Inc., the,staff had
been increased to a total of seven. counselors.
director's position was taken by
previously been
c9unselor.

employ~d

R~chard

The

E. Collins who had

by the department a·s a conciliation

Prior to returning to the department Mr. ,Collins

was director of the Metropolitan Steering Committee which
administered all OEO allocations in the Portland area.

The

name of the agency was officially changed to the Department
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o"f Family Servic'es

an~

the '11itle ,?f all the professional

stafr was, chq.nged to Marriage '~n<i Faplily Counselo'r.
s'taff memhers held the. same ti'tle and were placed

orl;

As al~,
t,he same

pay 'scale, mo:rale was bolstere'd within the staff.

Mr. Collins instituted further services to the
community by implementing 'satellite offices in several sec
tiops of the city, briaging the services closer to the
clients to be served.

In the al?ea of custody studies the

main change ,came in the increase in the number, of cases

s

,handl'ed through' the' ag,ency.
comp:I.eted by the ,ag'errcy 'has

The number of cust6dy c'ases
st~adilY

increased.

The length

of time requireg to complete a custody study was greatly

~e

duced as well.
Richard
Hu tC,hinson.

Colli~s

continued the work begun by Mr.

His particular bias required that he expand

service to the court in the area of custody and
cases wi th perhaps less emphasis on 'con'ciliation

vis1~ation
servi~es ~

As Mr. Cql1ins possess'ed ,a w'ide background in communi-ty
affairs he was more prone to place the agency out in the
community through the implementation of satellite offices
and promoted the services of the agency through radio and
television app,earances.

During his te'rnl the c,oncilia,tion

referrals leveled off after a steady increase over several
years while the custody. referrals increased dramatically.
Mr. Collins had a very broad view of social and.
legislattve action in the community and possessed
a remark
, .
able faculty for viewing programs Qot only as they currently

*.. . .

"">:lIOrl4o
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extsted ,but also as they would,

pl~y

a part in the ,futupe.

Bepause of bis expe,rtise in these' areas he was often called
,upon ~o ass:i,st programs outside. Family Services.

He assisted

many agencies in' writing fedel'al grants and served'on commit-
tees which. were instrumental in establishing day-care centem,
various law enforcement training programs, criminal justice
pr,ograms, and the development of a federal grants office as
part of the county

gover~men~.

Mr. Collins resigned to become associated with
~

th~

University of Oregon Medical School and director of the
Special Day Care Center, a treatment facility for emotionally
disturbed children.

Mr. Donald G. Welch became the dipector.

Mr. Welch has continUed the programs 'instituted by prior
diFectors and has ad.ded more staff personnel through the
utilization ,of funds from federally sponsored grants.

Mr.

Welch expanded th,e' out-reach program by the establishment of
an office in the Albina ,Mul,ti-Service' Center and the ,further
development of services to the Southeast area.(8)
Donald Welch, the current

d1rect~r,

could be seen

as a synthesis of the administrative philosophies of his
predecessors, Fred Hutchinson and Richard Collins.
Collins, he

h~s

Like Mr.

continued to support agency visibility with

the maintenance of satellite offices and ,the encouragement of
staff involvement in community affairs.

His own strong

clinical interests have created an' agency atmosphe,re conduf'""
cive to innovative cou9seling and staff gr9wth as well as a
training, ground for gradua te s tude,nt's •

Add1 tionally, Mr.

....

~
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Welch'<s expertise
w·~athere·o.

managem.~nt,

budget,' and administcration

t·he agency through, a cri t~cal ,pe.r:tod of agency

accountability during 'the cur-rent phase of county
ization

~f

decent~al

services.
The various procedures and specific program goals

will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.

In order to

acquaint the reader.with the legal institution which host
Department of Family Services, we will first present an
line of the divorce process.
solution.

th~

out~

The new term for this is dis

~~

.
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CHAPTER III

DIVORCE:

REGULATED DISSOI1JTION OF THE FAMILY

Throughout the history of men divorce has been a
source of societal concern and legislation.

In the state of

Oregon diyorce laws date back to the year 1862;

Until 1972,

marriage in Oregon was viewed as a contract and in the event
that one of the parties violated the contract, the injured
party had recourse before the court.
,..
~

"
(

The marriage contract

could be dissolved if the injured party could s!1ow that:

1:

Impqtency existed at th~ time of the marriage'
and continued to the commencement of the suit.

2.

Adultery was committed.

3.

There was a felony conviction.

4.

There -was ha,bi tual q.runkenness cont~acted
since the marriage and continuing for one
year prior to the commencement of the suit.

5.

There -was wilful desertion for the period
of one year.

6.

The~e

7.

There was proof of mental illness wher~
the defendent had been ~djudged mentally
ill by a court of competent jU'risdiction.

was cruel and inhuman treatment or
personal indignities which rendered li~e
burdensome.

The important issue here was to show that the con
tract had·, been broken by one of the parties and that the
complaint was heard in a court of law.

To prOve their case

the plaintiffs were forced to depict the defendant in as bad
a light as possible.

The adversary rules were applied.

The

defendan t was served wi th papers charging him with at leas't
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oqe

o~

the se,ve'n viqlattons cited above.

The worging alone

wa:s often ae.y',astating ,to the· det:endatit emotionally and ,Once
the divQ'rce ,process s:tarted it mitigated against hopes for a
reconciliation.
Once the case reached the court, the

judg~

had the

power to decide if the plaintiff had proved his case suffi
ciently to satisfy the law.
the case.

If not, the judge could dismiss

In other instances the Judge could rule 'that bO,th;

parties were equally gu1lty of breaking the contract and dis
'I'

miss

the case on grounds'of pari delicto. (equal guilt)

In

both case,s the parties were locked into the marriage unti'l
they could find other, grounds or could go before another
t

/

Judge.
The concept of divorce had as its ultimate purpose
the freeing of the parties to form a new

contr~ct

but they

must first prove that the original contract had been broken.
In 1972, Oregon adopted the so-called "no fault"
divorce law in which couples are allowed to end
rl~ges

thei~

mar

without blame to either party and without long periods

of separation.

A judge can grant a decree of dissolution if

one of the parties can show that there are "irreconcilable
differences" which have led to an "irremediable breakdown of
the marriage. II

In other words, 1 t is no longer necessary 'for

the breakup to be placed on the "guilty party" while the
other party was alleged to be found with "clean hands."
Fourteen states now have no-fault provisions in their divorce
laws and several other states have liberalized their divorce

"
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laws.
The divorce rate. continues to climb with p,n in
CT-ease of 103% during the years 1962-1972.

There'were

413,000 divorces and annulments in the United States during
1962 as compared to a total of 839,000 in 1972,
Divorce or dissolution of the marriage continues to
be a legal procedure.

(Hereafter the term

dissol~tion

will

be used in place of divorce in conformity' with the law.)

Tf

one party is dissatisfied with the marital relationship that
party in order to terminate the rela:tionship must seek,out an
attorney who will .file the necessary papers with the county
clerk.
L

There is a fee for the filing which is collected by

the court clerk.

In Multnomah County this authority falls

under the jurisd1.ction of the Department of Judicial Admin
istratioo.
Once the petition for dissolution is filed with the
clerk the papers are then served on the other party,

The

person who files the petition is then known as the Petitioner
while the other party becomes the Respondent. After servic:.e
of the petition the Respondent has ten days to answer the
petition,

The petition in addition to alleging that there

are irreconcilable differences between the parties sets down
the Petitioner's desires in reference to the division of the
property and custody of the children,

If the Respondent

obje'cts to the conditions of the petition he must seek out an
attorney who will assist him in filing an answer to the
complaint,
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After

s~rvice

of the

pet~tion

the court

requi~es

a waiting period of ,90 days prior to granting a decree o'f .
dissoJu tion.
~

How~ver,

during this wa iting period a penden't,e

hearing may be he'ld to det'errntne· temporary child support

and temporary child custody.

In some instances the judge

will issue a restraining order

ag~inst

one or both of the

parties prohibiting them from harassment of the other party.
In the event

~hat

the parties are-in agreement in

'

regard to child custody, the case can be heard on the defaui.t:
docket.

This means that a minimum of court time is used to

present the case so that the judge can establish the facts
and issue a decree of dissolution.

Very often the

responden~

does not appear in the courtroom during the proceedings.
A typical situation finds a couple experiencing
marital conflict, a breakdown of communication, sexual
dysfunction, and feelings of alienation and rejection.

By

products of the marital dysfunction include financial prob
lems, a

brea~down

in parent-child relationships, and

employment instability.
Generally one spouse experiences dissatisfaction
with the marriage and makes a pronouncement of this dis
satisfaction to the other partner.

There is verbalization

that there is-a problem in the relationship.

If the other

spouse also recognized that they have a problem frequently
the couple can resolve the difficulty either by themselves or
by receiving counseling.

If the spouse denies that a problem

exists the problem will increase in dimension.

"'1''1...",
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If the 'Com:plaining spous'e does qo,t receive
",,",,,"\

s~.t~sf'action

for stl.ppQrt.

from the

spouse~

he 0r she will, turn to o.thers

Tnose most frequently called upon are fr1ends,

relatives, and professionals suc"h as physicians
ters.

minis

~nd

At this point a separation may occur on an informal

basis without legal sanction.

If the dissatisfaction per

sists the complaining spouse will consult an attorney to
In about 90% of all divorce

determine their legal rights.

cases it is the wife who first contacts an attorney.
I.

"

orten the reason

fo~

consulting the attorney is to

Quite

forc~

the

other partner to realize the seriousnesS of the problem and
to force the issue to a head.
The attorney's canon requires that he explore the

~:

possibili.ty of saving the marriage.

Frequently on th'e first

visit t'o an attorney there is no filing of a complaint.

The

attorney may recommend counseling.
If there is no resolution the complaining spouse
will return to the attorney and request that legal action be
I

taken to dissolve the

marria~e.

At this point legal papers

will be served on the other spouse with or without prior
notification.

The legal papers may include an order signed

by a judge directing the person to remove himself from the
home.

If there has been physical conflict or if the eom

plaining spouse can convince the attorney of the imminency
of danger the court will restrain the spouse from contracting
or harassing the complaintant in any manner.
If the respondent is not in agreement with the
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terms of the petition for dissolution he or she will also'
con tact an at tomey to de,tennlne

thei~

IJights in the case.

In the event that the par'ties can reach agreement the decree
of dissolution may be entered by,the court any time after a
specified period (90 days in Oregon) has elapsed following
the service of the complaint.

If there 1s a contest over the

cus tody of the children or a dis'pu te surrounding the property
settlement the case may drag on for months and even years.
If the parties cannot agree on the issues of child custody
'i

~

and property distribution, the matter must be set down on the'
contest docket.

E~idence

examlne'd.

~ll

After

1s introduced and witnesses are

of the case is presented the judge must

make his decision.
Later chapters will deal with the role of Family
Services in dealing' with some of the problems wh1c,h are
associated with the divorce process.

;...

CHAPTER IV

COI'JCILIATION:

STRENGTHENING AND MAINTAINING THE FAMILY

As stated in the first chapter, all societies
provide agencies which perform

and 'maintenance

r~gulatory

functions for the community in order to insure an equilibrium
within the society.

A state 'of disequilibrium within the

marriage or family is regulated by the court.
Since a marriage cannot be officially terminated.

..

I,

without recourse to a legal procedure, the judiciary is in
advantageous
for

t;.

posl~1on

estrang~d

couples.

to provide

m~rital

~n

counseling services

Elkin states, lIa conciliation court

is more than a reconciliation court."(l)

The goal is not to

save all marriages but avoid the unnecessary divorce.

In

the event that termination of the marriage is unavoidable or
the appropriate alternative, the conciliation counselor
facilitates the "uncoupling" as gently, sensitively 'and with
as much dignity for all the family as possible.
Counseling activities can be carried on in the
usually perfunctory way of attempts to reconcile marriage
partners already engaged in, or ready to start proceedings
for divorce; or they may attempt to help clients find a rea
sonable way to deal with marital

difficul~ies

irrespective of

whether or not dissolution of the marriage or separation is
imminent.

Marital counseling can also deal with family life

education, sexual dysfunction, mental or physical illness on
a long term or short term treatment basis.
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As stated by Max Rhei'n-stein "marriage counseling,
m~y

be limited to problems strictly marital or it may form

part of a comprehensive' scheme of family service. f1 (2)
The complexity of marital disorganization is
enormous.

Emotional conflict between married partners im

pacts throughout the entire extended family system and in
particular impacts upon the children of conflicting parents.
The adversary procedure of divo'ree courts frequent-,
ly compounds the problem.
~;

J. L. Despert 1n Children of

Divorce stated limen and women must, of course, go to the law
for their decree of divorce.

But when settlements involving

children are concerned, when custody and visitation, mainten
ance and division of parental authority are to be decided,
let them not bring these questions unresolved to the court."
(3)

The personnel of the courts do not have the time or the

training to deal effectively with the emotional problems of
parents and children.

Family Services personnel,

however~

have the training and experience to anticipate the long
range impact of marital conflict.

It has been recognized

that divorced persons benefit markedly from marriage counsel
ing.

When divorce is inevitable, why not make it a learning

experience?

In this way, conciliation services provide

preventive measures against future dysfunction and dis
equilibrium.
The conciliation counselor can help divorcing
parents in understanding the ongoing consequences of the
divorce·action and in realizing that a basic of every child
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is to have a mother and

~

father who are in fundamental
~

agreement.

But if his parents canflot remain together, then

at the very least the child must still be alIowed to
continue to

bel~eve

in both.(2)

Publicity in the media as well as professional
journals have well acquainted the public with the growing
statistics on faffiily breakdown and the increasing use of
divorce as a solution to marital

conflict~

With this in

crease has come the realization by those who are

p~ofessiqn

ally involved, that the courts should be concerned with
considerations in addition to the

l~gal

grounds for divorce.

Child custody, division of property, support payments, ana
other legal

considerati~ns

seldom disclose the r,al reasons

underlying the disintegration of the family.

It has become

more apparent that since a marriage cannot be officially
terminated without recourse to a legal procedure, the.
judiciary is in an advantageous position to p.rovide marital
counseling services for estranged couples.

Until one decade

ago, few such court-oonnected services were actually in
existence.
The formal emergence of conciliation counseling by
courts had its beginning with the establishment of the
ciliat10n court concept in California.

con~

The Conciliation

Court of Los Angeles County was established in 1939, but it
was not until 1955 that the first professionally trained
counselors were'employed by that court to do conciliation
counseling.

This concept grew out of the awareness that

'
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throughout history, the law has enunciated the principle of
strengthening and preserving family life.
Attorneys for both sides were often in the 'position
of attempting to preserve the family by helping to effect a
reconciliation be·tween their' clients,' while at the same time
charged with the responsibility of providing legal services
pending a divorce.

Assuming both roles put the attorneys in

the position of providing services' for both the social and
{;;

legal aspects of the client's problems.
often in conflict with each other.

These two roles are

The attorneys were

usually not in a position to provide the professional on
I.

going marriage counseling that is required when.a couple's
conflicts reach the point that divorce is viewed as
resolution.

t~e

only

Attorneys, who attempted to reconcile parties

seeking a divorce provided an informal service which was
much needed by the community.

But, until the emergence of

the conciliation court concept, the law had no effective
action-oriented program for handling such matters.
The Department of Family Services for Multnomah
County is a court affilia.ted marriage and family cou,nseling
agency which provides short-term crisis counseling for mar
ried couples.

(See Appendix A for Oregon law setting into

motion this service.)
resid~nt

Any legally married MUltnomah County

may request services from the agency.

necessary that a divorce suit be pending.
for the

service~

It 1s not

There is no charge

Oregon statutes provide for a ten dollar

additional fee in filing for' all divorces when conciliation

.....

~
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.....

'-"

services are available.

This in part finances the service •

The balance of funding is provided by the county.
Referrals to the Department of Family Services come
l"

II -

from a number of sources with the majority either coming from
attorneys or from walk-ins who have heard of the service
through word of mouth or have been referred by other agenci$.
In order to receive conciliation counseling from
the agency, a married couple or the (husband or wife)

reques~

'...

ing the service must come to the agency, where they will
initially see an Intake Counselor.
t.

During the work week,

each Counselor has an assigned time to serve on intake.

It

is the responsibility of the Intake Counselor to interview
all walk-in clients.

The Counselor makes an initial asses

ment of the marital situation and writes a summary of his
observations.

If the client or clients want to continue

w1th counseling, a petition is signed by the client.

Al

though signing a petition is not a prerequisite for receiv
ing service, the petition is
the

cour~

legal document which gives

jurisdiction in the case.

Petition for Conciliation.)
ways:

t~e

.( See Appendix 'B for

"A petition is binding in three

1) Both parties
.
. are requireQ to come for at least one

interview with the counselor, 2) the counselor cannot be
subpoened as a witness in a later court hearing (concil1'a
tion interviews are confidential by law), and 3) a

divo~ce

cannot be issued for forty-five days after a petition has
been filed."(5)
Following the request for counseling by a clJent,

\'"
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~.

and. the subsequent signing of a petit-ion, a letter is sent to
both of the parties by the agency requesting that they attend
an informal, confidential conference with a counselor from

~.i.

Family Services.

(See apPointment letter in the appendix.)

The letter indicates that the counselor will be impartial
and thai his (her) aim will be to ficilitate discussion be
tween the partners concerning
\.

purpose of establishing new approaches to solving them.
is a general practice

....

,:'

marital problems for the

thei~

~or

sGhedule to retain tnose

each
cas~s

coun~elor

during his intake

which he sees at intake, al

though there .is no rule that he mus t do so'.
clientfs intake counselor

i~

It

usually

~he

Therefore, a

counselor he will

have in his later scheduled counseling sessions.
Common or typical situations which might' bring
couples to Family Services for
adultery to

sexual.probl~ms

co~nseling

within the

might range from

m~rriage.'

The averag'e

eouples seen by the agency have oe~n mar-ried from thre'e to '
sev~n ye~rs,

and have

pre~school

•

qh1idr,et::l.

"

have been separated

fOIl

Often the

,

.

sevepal mont!1s.

!

<!Q~ples
'

•

,

Frequently there is

a reluctance by one of the partners to . come 1n for· counse4.1ng
because of the nature of the problems within the.marriage or
because one of them has ,formed a 'new reJ:ationsf,lip outside of'
the

marr~age.

In the initial·

counselingses~~on,

almost without

except ion, the couple ls seen 'tog'ether' by the counselor.'
Fu~ure

ly.

sessions may cot:}tinue conjointly', or b.e 'held"

A numbe;r' of factors are considereQ. in

~,~~,

sepa~at.e

decisi?n ,by',
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the couns-elar to ei ther see the couple separa tely or con
jointly_

Among the major factors are the nature of the

problems presented, the desires of the couple, and the
counselor's assessment of the situation and his recommenda
tion for future sessions based on his educational background
,and

exp~rience.

Often

~fter

the first or second interview,

the couple makes a contract with the counselor in which they
agree to work toward a certain goal in their
'",

The number of sessions is
agreement.

frequent~y

r~lationshlp.

prearranged by mutual

At the end of the contract period, the goals

a~e

Ck

reassessed in terms of whether they are obtained, the con4:t

flict was lessened, or further counsel,ing 1s in order.
statistically, one-third of the clients seen by

.~

Family Services reconcile.

It is also known

th~t

fifty

percent of all the couples seen'bY the agency for'conc11ia
tiOD
;..

have not been divorced five years

,af~er

co-q,nseling'.

The Department of Family Services operates on a
five day per week basis and is open Monday through Friday"
from 8:0.0 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. with evening and Saturday ap
pointments by arrangement with the individual, counselors.'
"

During the course of conciliation counseling, three
general types, of situations are, most fr,equently encountered.
In the first, a couple is seen by a

counse~or

and at "least

,no

one and acca's ionally bo·th of the part'ies have
marital counseling.

The counselor'then

d~reGts

interest in
th~

'dis

cussion toward an. investigation of why they do not,. want
' ' :

counseling and what brought the

'

m~rltar rel~tlonship'to

its

,
..

\
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......
~

-

end.

Both marital partners are guided at looking at (super

ficially perhaps) what pieces of their individual behavior
affected the relationship.

:,

......

The party with expectations of

counseling being possible is dealt with and 1s assisted in
accepting the

~nevitability

of their spouse's decision to

terminate the marriage.
A second general pattern

~c.:

,:.:

~een

finds both marital

partners asking for counseling to preserve or bUild a marital
relationship with varying degrees of individual interest.

, .

These couples are seen over a perio~ !of tim~ and receive the
benefit of sophisticated counseling techniques.

~

The third situation encountered has both marital
partners interested and concerned but' not desirous of remain
ing married to one another.

Here the counselor asststs the

couple in identifying, understanding, hopefully accepting' 'the
,

issues that brought them to the decision to
are made

~o

fa~lure,

and feelings of

:;.

pe~sons.
of,

assist them in dealing

w~th

inadequ~cy

"

d~vorce.

Efforts

the.guilt, sense of

that
stigmatize,div9rced
.
..
..
"

,

Individual· families also use the counselor ·to

anticipate future problems and.plan ·strategies to meet them.
As stated earlier, the agency handles short-term
cr:1,sl~

Each
.

counseling for couples having marital

~a~nselor

does, however,
carry a
'

dlfficult1es~

numbe~,of long,te~m

cas.es, e-i tiler as therapy or maintenance cases.• ' Of~en- longer
term

case~

are referred to a pri va~e

agency which
th~rapy.

speciali~es

th~rapi.s t

or ,to anot.her

in long term individual or family

The number o'f interviews held wi th couples at

I

"
,

"..

~
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~

Family Services generally does not exceed six (6) appo1nt
ments.

"

The number of conciliation cases handled by Family

~
~,:t,

Services has grown significantly since the service was
inaugurated.

In 1964, 467 'couples were seen in concilia,tion.

::

By 1968 this number grew to 763 and then leveled off with a
'V.

slight decline.

In 1973, 605 couples entered irito conci1ia

tion.
\:rC

The professional staff, all Masters of Social Work
!

......

.:;."

,

or MSW's, in training, come from various educational experl
enC€

ori¢ntations.

Treatment techniques vary among the

professional staff according to individual training and
preference.
A broad variety of counseling orientations are
'V

found within ,the current counseling staff of Family Services.
Most of the counselors have strong psycho-analytic and ego
psychology foundations.

Other

the ,staff include transactional

modaliti~s

~n9.lys~~,

which are used

~y

Gestalt therapy,

the family therapy of Virginia Satir, and to a lesser degree
behavior modification and group dynamics.
appears

~o

However, it

be oriented towards conjoint therapy with an ego

psychology theoretical basis.

Supervision is a peer consul

tation style and staffing generally involves an ,every other
week presentation. by' either one of the staff·or a presenta
tion by various medical-legal-social
from the metropolitan area.

sc~ence,professionals,

In' addition, there 1s a limited

allocation in the budget for staff development and 'training
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outside the agency which allows the staff the opportunity to
attend local seminars and workshops.
Most of the staff are members of the Confe,renee of
.,..

Counciliation Courts which is an international body of court
sponsored marriage counselors' and judges who work together in
the conciliation courts.

Several staff members are also

active participants in Oregon Marriage Counselors Association.
\

The

Depart~ent

of Family Services

sional marriage counseling to the

comm~nity.

~ffers

profes

But even under

the most favorable conditions, conciliation, being a social
scientist approach to resolving

~arital

conflict through

skilled counseling programs, is not always successful.

When

marital partners separate, or divorce, and the' custody of
minor children

~ecomes

an unresolved issue, the courts are

called upon to make a decision.

Family Services Department

plays an important function in these judicial decisions.
The following chapter will discuss this involvement.
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CHAPTER V

CUSTODY:

PRESERVATION OF FAMILY TIES

One 'of the main functions of the Department of

l;

Family Services is concerned with custody and visitation
evaluations.

Historically, the determination of the custody

of children by the courts has been based on the prtncipie of
,p~o~oting

the child's best interests.

The power to protect

children and to act for their welfare was acknowledged
to be
.
,

part of equity jurisdiction in England as far back as the
Seventeenth Century, although the origin of the jurisdiction
,

remains 1n

dispute~(l)

'~

The jurisdiction has been recognized

from earliest times in the United states and is now covered
by local statutes.
In marital litigation' where children are involved
the court 1n Oregon may direct that a' study be done to pro
v,ide such information concerning the

fami~y

to protect the welfare of the children.

as is neq,e.ssary

The Family Services

. Depart1llent of the Court of Domestic'Relations of Multnomah '.
County has a duty to provide

,stu~ies

and evaluations concern

ing the custody of children and plans for visitation where
the parents are involved in a divorce action.
."

The legal

authority fop this provision has been revis·ed and is outlined
in ORS:I07:425.(2).

See Appendix C.

In the early days of the

depart~ent

all of the

referr~ls for custody and visitation studies came dlrec~~y

from the court.

As the staff

illcrease~

it

becam~

possible
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for the

of service to be enlarged.

scop~

Currently all

contested and visitation cases which are docketed by the
Domestic Relations docket clerk for trial are referred
d1rectly to the Department of Family Services.

A letter is

,sent out to the attorneys in the case over the name of the'
presid1ng judge of the court stating that unless the counsel
has objection, the Department of Family Services will conduct
a study.
regard.

Rarely is there objection from attorneys in this
The

for the

p~ocedure

custo~y

study has been out

lined in a two-paged statement which 1s mailed to all clients
c~stody

with their initial appointment letter., The

statement

serves to prepare the parties for the interview which is to
f9llow.

See Appendix D.
When a case 1s referred for a custody study, the

counselor makes' an evaluation regarding the couples' real
desire for a divorce, for counselors have found that many of
the couples are really asking for help wl~h the~r ma~ital re
1ati9nship.
,

If there is . sufficient indica tion tha t this' is

the case, the

"

counselo~

for conciliation.
, transferred to
t~on

may suggest that they file a petition

If the petition is filed, the case ,is then
counselor on

~nother

~he

staff for COrlcilia

proceedings are confidet:ltial by, law and it-would be
counselo~

unethical for the same

to

handl~

b6th the conc1iia

tion and custody cases.
A second important 'issue-is the, ability of 'the
parents to -resolve the cus tody iss~e
cost1y court battle.

wi tpou t'

a difficul t and

The initial,'premise 1s that pa,rents are

, I
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bett'er able to plan for their family than is the court.

In

addition, the court plan is a limited one in that it cannot
adjust for unforeseen changes that can occur in the needs of
1:

children over the years.

Despert feels that it is not

possible for custody arrangements to ,remain satisfactory over
a long period.

She ,s ta tes" "In recogn i tion' ei ther of the

court's inability to solve the tangled human equation, or of
the unpredictability of human beings, the custody granted by
th e court is almos t never permanent. tI,( 3)
Frequently the hurt and
pare~ts

is so

sev~re

bo~tllity b~tween

the

that the issue of custody cannot be re

solved wi thout a study and report by 'the court counselor.
About 85% of the custody cases handled by the Department of
Family ,Services are settled without a court contest.
event that the case is not

~ettled,

the

couns~lor

In the

may be

called to testify 1n court at the time of the cuShpdy hear
lng.
In conducting the custody evaluation, the counsel
or's main function ·is to 'determine the level of parenting
ability of each of the parents.
method followed by the staff, the
overview of the parent I s history

Although there is no uniform
~mphasis

w~ich

tion as the kinds of things which have

is on.

gain~ng

,provides ·such informa
h~ppehed

. family of· origin, the kind of relationships

wit~

to him, his
others· he

has had., his conduct both within and outside of the
Cl:tmosphere"
.0tl1ers, etc.

an

f~mily

his attitude and feelings a'bout hims,elf and
It is important for the counselor

t~'

detettmine
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whether the issue between the· parents is really custody
rather than some other issue.

The emotional needs of the

children are obvious considerations.
,:.

Where do the children

identify -- where do they "fit" in the general scheme of
things?
this

What are the .developmental needs of the children at

~tage

in their lives and who can best provide for them?
The Department o! Family Services views itself .in

only one of three distinct roles which are assumed during the
divorce process -- that of advocate as taken py the counsel
for each party, that of the psychosocial evaluator takeh by
t~e

trained counselor, and that of the decision maker

~aken

py the judge.

Although the Department of Fam11y Services receives
most of its cases from ·the court docket there is an increas
~ng

number of referrals directly from attorneys requesting

an evaluation prior to their. setting the case for trial.
Very often tl:le attorney will request that a counselor evalu-
a.te a custody or visitation situation to determine'

wheth~r

the matter can be settled through social casework rather than
throUgh a court hearing.

If the case

ca~

be resolved by the

cQunselor, the parties are spared the expense and build up of
hosttlity which is a natural consequence of court litigation.
It is.

e~pected

that the -legal community will-ask for addi

tional service along these

11n~s~

In summary, the cus:tod.y function of the

coun~elor

1n tlfe Department of Family Services can be viewed'on th;ree
d1fferent levels •. First, the counselor can be a

c~talyst

in
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assisting the parents in arriving at their own plans for the
children, which includes custody 'and visitation.

This

procedure is the mos t effective and successful mode o'f re
~

solving custody issues and is used 1n cases where the,
parents' level

..of bitterness has not become extreme.

Second,

the counselor provides the two attorneys with the psycho
social information in a written report wi th a 'recommend.ed
program of custody and visitation.

The attorneys often use

this information with their clients to negotiate agreement
without a formal c9ntested court hearing. ,The third level of'
socla1 work function in resolving parent-child issues occurs

.

with the written report and recommendation providi·ng informa
tion to the judge if the issues
before the court.

requ~'re

a contested hearing

The counselor also may be used as an

e?Cpert witness and provide addi tional information' for the
court during the formal

hearing~

'This ppovides the judge

with current data about the parents, their relationships to
the

chl1d~en,

,ren may have.

and arty

speci~l

psycho-social needs' the chlld

Experience has revealed that the more able the

parents are to deal with planning, the better chance of a
lasting resolution.
Once the question of 'legal custody is settled,
either, permanently or pendente lite,

probl~ms

relating to 'the

out of custody parent and his or her visitation with their'
minor children often arise..

The Cou,rt, of

D6m.es~ic

Relat:ions

refers these situations to Family Se'~vlces fo'r ass~stanc~' ..
The following ,chapter wilJ.. discuss this ,in more 'detail ~
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CHAPTER VI

VISITATION:

RESTRU CTURING PARENT- CHILD RELATIONSHIPS

Historically" in divorce proceedings, cause has had

:;

to be shown why

ther~

should be a divorce granted.

Consider

"able trauma and suffering resulted from finding guilt and
placing before

~he

tions of spouses.
fault divorce law.

public eye the

al~eged

marital indiscre-'

Oregon, in January of 197 1 , passed a no
The law became effective October 15,1972.

The Oregon no-fault law does away with the need,for evidence
of specific acts of faults in order to obtain a divorce.
1

Under the no-fault doctrine, proof that the marriage corpus
~s

no longer viable and that there has been an irremedial

breakdown in the marriage, with no reasonable likelihood of a
~econciliation,

is all that is required for a divorce.

~
1
1

I
1
j

I

Divorce, although it legally terminates the

1

husband/wife relationship, ne~'er comp,letely severs the ties
ot;the individual.

Vestigial bonds remain

betwe~n

the pair,

es'pecially when the marriage produces children. (1)
Children are' involved in the' majority of divorces
and the custody of the children is awarded in'the divorce

de~ree, ' While the laws are gradual iy c'hangin~ to m~ke the
divorce process' a le,ss

traumat~c

one of the

,par.ent~,

the

issue of visi tatton often continues ~o cause problems 'for
the

after the divorce.
.
.
,'In 90 percent of all divorce cases, women are

p~rents

grant,~d

custody of the children. :

~ncreastngly,

however,

I

I

..

~'"'
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courts' are deciding that the father is the more fit parent
and therefore granting him custody.
custody and visitipg rights
1:

h~ve

Court· battles over

become much more common, and

often produce emotional problems for the parties involved;
the parents and the children.
Visitation is a quasi.legal term which describes
the continuing

con~ract

between the children and the non

custodial parent after the dissolution of the parent's
marriage.
p~ren t

Oregon law states when custody is awarded to one

, it is usua 1, des i ra bIe, an d p'roper to pe~mi t the

other parent to have reasonable access to the child.

The

divorce decree normally spells out under the term visitation
<

•

the legal rights of the parent who lost custody.

In the

majority of cases the order for visitation has read "reason
able and seasonable visitation," which leaves the divorced
.,../'

parents in --ttre"-'posi tion: to decide what is reasonable and
eea~onable.

The expectation that divorced parents can work out
reasonable ,and seasonable

visit~t1~n

which will satisfy both

parents has proven to be unrealistic.

both ex-spouses remarry.
'situation ln, households of

udlvorce cha i l1-s, tt

Often either one or'

Bohannon refers to the chaotic
remarri~ge',

i:.. e.', the patterns of

These "chains n are pseudo-'kinship

'groups • • • formed on the basis' of tlnks between the' new
spouses of ex-sP,?uses.(2)

These

g~oups

are not,unc.ommon,

particularly. 'w~en children are' involved •. Ex-sppus~s are
Itnk,~d

together and ·are part of q kind of

exten~ed,

family'.
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A man's present wife and his ex-wife 'might become friends.
But on the other ,hand, bitterness or civility, at best may
characterize the relationship.
J,;

Continuing anger after the

divorce is more often found among divorced women than among
divorced men.(3)

Sin:~6men

than men are awarded

custody of children at the time of divorce, the issue of
visitation between the children and their non-custodial
parent can often become a vehicle to keep the relationship
between the divorced

paren~s. a~ive

and explosive.

The dynamics of the visitation issue are intricate
and subtle.

If the father, for

e~ample,

re~arries

before the

mother, or becomes delinquent in his child support payments
because he is unwilling' or unable to pay the support, the
mother sometimes withholds visitation with the children.
The non- eus tod ia 1 paren t who is

ord~red

to pay .

child support may make unreasonable'demands for visiting his
~~ild(ren)

with the'idea that he should get something for the,

money paid to his ex-wife for child support

-~

i.e., his

chi14 1 s physical presence.
Both the causes of remarriage by an ex-spouse or
delinquency in child support, 'and 'other problems cause .

problems in visitation.

Many divorced couples make the

children pawns in their personal wars against thelr'e~
spouses..

They are selfish and

self-c~ntered

'and are more

concerned with their own rights and privileges than those of
the children.

,These problems are heightened on visi ts.

Because of the conflict and pre,ssures that the

-.~'''I'''''II'
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child(ren) often sees or feels displayed between the parents,
centered around visitation, they often develop problems that
each of the parents blames on the other.
\7

Younger children

often have nightmares, become withdrawn, act out in school,
and reverl to bedwetting, which are all usually signs that
the child is experiencing problems which he feels unable to
cope with.

Older children usually become hostile to one

parent or both, develop problems in sc!i0ol such as acting out
or excessive 'class cutting, or by running,away from home.
Charges and counter

charg~s

are made back and forth

between the parents as to the suitability of the individual'
home~,

the physical and moral danger to the children in vis

iting with the other parent, and tpe deep psychological
damage purported to exist with a continuation of visitation
between the one parent and the children.
trapped into a positim ,of
it

~ifficult

p~oblem6

solve.

to

loyalties, making

d~vide

for them to show affection for one parent witb

.

out feeling

hav~ng

The children are

.

th~y

have betrayed the .other.

The v1s'1tation

often become too serious for the involved parties to
At this

poin~

either the custodial parent, who feels

he has legitimate reasons to deny
services of an attorney.

O~ten

visi~ation

both the

may

s~ek

ex-spous~s

the

retain

attorneys.
When the problems of 'visitation are brought to. an
attorney, the problems cease· to· be seen as family probl,ems.
They are then placed in an adversary legal system which often
increases the' tr~uma experienced

'ill

~.y

the divor.ced couple aod.
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and their children.

The attorney's obligation is to his

. client and only incidently may the best interest of the
children be served,
Attorneys may, in visitation cases, try to work out

l

the problems informally between clients and attorneys without
taking tt to court.

Or an attorney may seek a Show Cause

hearing in the matter of visitation.
The, Department of Family Services for.Multnomah
County may become involved in the problems surrounding visit
.

.

atlon

t~rough

several

mean~,

(1) an attorne~ may

bu~ mai~ly:

request that Family Services do a visitation study,

(?) a

Judge may order that a study be done:at the time of a Show
Gause hearing, particularly if delin.quen,cy in child support
payments is one of the main reasons for denying visitation to
a non-custodial parent.
After a request is made ·for a visitation study to
b~ mad~

.

PY-

by Family Ser'vices, appointment. letters are
"

~~m11y

Services to the ex-spouse.

The

divorce~

s~nt

aut

parents

(ana'the1:r new m~ teJs) and' th~' cpl1dren, de.pen~.;lng on their
ages, are seen in individual interviews

by

a Marriage and

Fam.ily CounseYor"
In the process of gathering lnformation for a
visitation study, whenever possible, the-counselor attemp'ts
to

a~d '~he

parents in focusirig.on the needs of the child and

to set as'1de their own bitterness and hostility towards each
other,

Considerable time 1s spent in helping the parents

understand their own feelings ,and to talkabou t them.

The

.

-

--.::
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overall goal is to help make visitation a pleasant, meaning
ful experience for both the child and the visiting parent.
After gathering

info~ation

cerned, the counselor makes 'a

.w~itten

visitation to the judge in the case.
are sent to both attorneys.

from all parties con
recommendation for
Copies of the lett.er

At the court hearing, the

recommendation of the counselor is

t~ken

into consideration

by the judge in making his decision.
Depending on the alleged reasons 'for pro:t>lems wi th
visitation, the counselor set,s up a recommended schedule for
: .. '

visitation.

Where there'is sufficient reason ,to believe that

unsupervised or lengthy visits would not be in the best
,

interest of the child a structured, supervised 'short visiting
period is often the recommendation made by the counselor to
the court.

In the majority of

ca~es,

there is not a

le~iti

mat~

reason for denying the non-custodial parent visitation

with

t~e

children.

Generally, based on their knowledge of

child.psychology and behavior, the counselor recommends that
.~

~

~

v,is.1tation by the non-custodial parents with younger children
be scheduled for a few hours (2-4)·several t-ime.s a month
.

.

(usually once,a week).

With older children visitation is

usually recommended for longer periods ,of time such. as all
day, oveI1ntght, or a weekend" but on a less frequent basis.

An effort is
visita~ion

m~de

by the counselor to 'work out q

schedule.that, both-parents,can agree ,upon.

This

1s 1n keepirii with the i~ea that'as th~ childr~n ge~ olde~
the v1sitatlon schedule will need .to becom~ mor~ flexible and

·

'''-

.
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tha;t they, as opposed to .the courts, .are in a better posi tion
to adjust visitation to the needs of all concerned.
Visitation rights by the non-custodial parent with
f;.

the child is guaranteed by the law unless the visits would
not be in the best interest of the child from a physical or
moral standpoint.

Visitation is increasingly becoming a

problem for divorced parents and their children. ' The prob
lems surrounding visitation are being
before

~he

courts in an

increas~ngly

brought

to work out solutions to the

a~temp~

problems.
The number of visitation studies done by Family
Services has continued to increase in, numbers'.

In 1973, the number of visita

visitation studies were done.
tion studies

com~l~ted

In 1965, 48

totaled 140.

While the primary focus of the Department of Family
Services is on direct 'service to families and to the court,
the possibili ties of providing a ·source· of advanced .-training
for

pr~fe~sion~l

counselors and

family phenomena has not been

p~el~minary

overloo~ed.·

research into
Over the years,

many "student-trainees" have received close supervision
around services provlded by the,

Depar~me·nt.

Several research

groups have also used rna terial .to develop' wri tten projects •
.These

activltie~

are discussed in

the'foll~wl~g

chapter.

.

~

-~

...
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CHAprrER VII

ALLIED ACTIVITIES:

THE AGENCY, THE COMMUNITY, AND THE FAMILY

. Throughout most of its history. the Department of

i;

Family Services has been actively involved in a number of
community 'activities and has served as a training base for
social science graduate students.
Academic year 1966-67 was the first year that
students from Portland

S~ate

University School of Social Work

were .1ny?lved in two-day a week "field work" at the court.
The

~wo

MoWry.

graduate students were supervised by Mrs. Joyce
The field work. experience allows the student an on

the-job type of learning experience, 'enabling them to grad
ually assume increasing amounts of responsibility,'. and
professional expertise under the tutelage and .supervision of
a professional staff member.

After a period of orientation

to administrative procedures the students sit 1n on staff
members cases, are assisted with'family consultant custoqy
and

v1s1tat~on

cases and begin some conciliation counseling

usually with weekly consultation 'and evaluation from the
supervising staff members.
The following academic year 1968-69 there were no
soc'ial work graQuate 'stUdents assigned to the department,
however, there were two undergra,duate students ,who worked as
volunteer
training

so~ial

work aides in

re~urn

for the supervision and

experienc~.

Academic year

1969~70

there were three

gra~ate

'~"
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social work s.tudents who were supervised by
r

.

Mr~

Donald Welch.

Mr. Welch, who is presen tly the direc,tor o;f Family Services,
continued the

supe~vis10n

academic year

1972~73

of' graduate students until the
wa~

when Mrs. Patricia Sims

studerit

e

supervisor.
m~nt

Mr. Welch believes that the field work arrange

between the

Schoo~

of Social

Wo~k

ag~ncy

and the

has

been a benefit to both parties ,particularly when ,those
students assigned to the agency have had some prior human
,

services experience and have a human ?ehavior and
,

academic

-'

..

p~ychology

;

backgro~nd.

, Ii

Family Services has, also hosted

~~e, Depa~tment o~

:t>h. D. level Psychology

int~erns.,

supervised one day a week

by

The

lntern~

have been

a staff member as part of a

three-mont~ ?ommuni~y service program sPQosored by the
.... :

Po.X't1a:nd Veterans Administration ,Hospital and

dir~cted

by

Dr. Vincent Glaudin.
Another education and tr.al'ning program was' Inltlat
r

~?

:.

•

•

d.ur,ine; the 1968-69 academic' year ,by Mr. Richar:'d 'Collins

who was at that time director of thetDepartment of Family,
Services.' Mr .. Collins began a lecture and discuss ion series"
for third-year medical students
rotation,.

impact of

~uring

their public health

The focus of the series was ,on, the ,psychosocial.
d1vorc~

on'

yqung, childr'en through case d1seussion

and 6bs~rvatlon
of court p~oceed1ngs~ . T~e Inl~1al ~eries of
.
,

,

leat~~~s ha~ 'developed 1~to an on-going pr6gram'and at t~e'

present time medical, students ar.e at the 'court one afternoon
each month.
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There was also an arrangement during the 1968-69
;.

academic year between the University of Oregon Medical
School, Department of Psychiatry and the Department of Family
Services in which· first year psychiatry residents rotated
through the agency for two-month periods.

The residents

worked with child custody cases focusing on those cases with
young children.· Mr. Welch was the agency supervisor for this
program.
"

The program became inactive at present
but may be
.

renegotiated in the future.
In addition to the formal internship and training
activ1t~es, the pepartment of Family, Services staff members

have been involved in various community activities.

Mrs.

Patricia Sims has served as a special consultant on family
life for the Portland Police Academy and the Washington State
Highw~~

Patrol.
Research is another means l;ly

haa not pnly met
1•

~.

'

' .

M~ltnoman

w.~ich

Famtly Services

pourty goals of service
•

.:

~

acco~nta~

•

b1iity, but also provided meanirigful kn,owledge to the fields
of social science and soci~l l~gislation.
been a

re~ource

The agency has

,for graduate research studies.

Over the past

few years at least eight group theses have been written
around material from the agency.

At this

~riting

an ongoing

in-practice research program
is being planned which .would
.
.

prov1de evaluative data on the effectiveness of the various
services performed by the. agency.

,W~lting

and

p~blishing

the

subsequent data eould significantly add, to the literature on
t,he t,ne.ory and techniques' involved in cu·stoq'Y,
~.

viB1tat~on,

.-.--

~
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conciliation, premarital and post-divorce counseling.
r

The King County, Washington, Family Court Concilia
tion Service RESEARCH IN PROGRESS REPORT~ 1968-72 indicates
that research-ln-pract1ce can develop staff capability for
continuous program evaluation and that"the resultant informa
tion has aided domestic court judicial, programs. '
This chapter has ,attempted to provide an

over~iew

of 'the'numerous activities with which the Department of
Family Services is involved.

The agency

h~s

endeavored to

keep pace with new developments technically and theoretically
in social science and soc,ia1 legislation ,by, providing a
learning center for graduate students, a resou'rce cen ter for
new research, and in planning for a research-in-practice
development.
tinue its

The Department. of Family Services should con

tradit~on

skilled and

as a dynamic, growing agency providing

sensi~ive

professional help td its clients, the

Court of Domestic Relations, and the community at large.

,

...


CHAPTER VIII

;.

SUMMARY:

CURRENT PROGRAMS AND FUWRE PROSPECTS

Beginning with one special .bailiff charged with
1nve~tigative

powers by the Circuit Court Judge, a department

of eight professionally trained counselors has evolved,
•

I

providing a broad range of services.

This counseling staff

serve as consultants to the four judges comprising the Court
.

'

of Domestic Relations.

-They

~rther

provide psycho-social

written evaluations to the practicing attorneys,.. who represent
.

,

the divorcing couple.
,

.,

A variety of' counseling and communi ty

l

services have been provided to nearly 2,000 familes annually.
No~rault

divorce has made some initial inroads in

ameliorating the hypocrisy and trauma of family·litigation.
Prior laws req~ired marital·partner~ to p~bl~cly '~ccuse each
other of major faults.
~ccusation~

Witnesses were used to support these

and court hearings

ful and destructive experi'ence.
custody and visitation when

fre9uent~y

became a·very pain

Parental
plaps
tor child
.
.
.,

.subje~.ted

to rule of evidence and

cross-examination became distorted and untenable.
•

q,

The new
'"

divoroe laws did not reduce this area of fam1ly conflict.
Social work services used adjunctively with the cour.t process
remains the primary attempt to accommodate the psychological
elements associated. wi th family separation and the termina
tion of personal relationships.
Divorce

In rebent,y~ars
.
this 'at1gma has peen reduced to some extent but public
~as

been viewed as bad.
.
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'resources have been used to save marriages.

Oregon's concil

iation law vested this task in Family Services.

Currently

the counseling goals for the department have' expanded to in
clude assisting couples to deal with divorce and to make
plans based on a more rational emotional atmosphere.'
ciliation in one sense means to reach agreement.)

(Con

Using a

variety of counseling techniques,' marital, partners are helped
to plan together their future relationship.

This plan can be'

.'

to remain married or to divorce.

In both instances the

Family Service counselor ,focuses the couples I , at'tention on
their specific sttuation and assists them in making deci
sions.
state law enables county governments to establish
such counseling services ancillary to the divorce court.
ing the legal

a~thority

of

~he

court, resistive clients, can
'.

,

be forced into counseling by use of civil subpoena.
~fu1l11y,

Services has this degree of cOfltrol,

ft. directly but do imply its use in
marital partners.
couple

me~t

counse~or

n~utral

ter~itory ~n~

discuss their present
future~

gqal s are directed to changing behavior and
I

rarely. use

to reach some

ord~r

their mutual history, and pl,ansror the
•

~hey

While'

The primary goal'i& one of having the,

together in a

asststance of a

Us

,

with the
situa~ion,

. :Secondary '.

atti~udes.
,
'

CUs tody dispu tes invol ve " two ex-intima tes who can
no longer share the parental responsibil1ties of family life.
,

The legal

gui~elines

ual· situations.

a.re br.oad and

n~t·

,

much .help in indivia

CUstody of.a mi,nor chilq; by ,the dictates of

,

i

"

'\

.........-Y'"/!!"+
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.~

law, should be vested with that parent who can meet "the best
interests of the child. n( 1)
w;

Case 1a\'1 made by Supreme Court

decisions does not define this further as there have been

III

contradictory rulings over the years.

Family Services, using

social work counseling techniques, and the authority delegat
~

ed by the Court, attempts to tailor

.

~

program that protects

the children and reduce the conflict of a formal trial.

d~veloped.

The last level of

:~solution

social work counselor presents to

t~e

The

occurs when the

judge in a formal court

hearing specific information and a recommendation as an
expert 'Witness concerning custody of minor children•
. With the 'granting of divorce and the awarding of

.~

legal custody of the children" the court is left with an
. issue of the relations,hip between' the children and the non
dustodlal parent,

In most instances this 'visitation program

1s lE;ft 1n the unspecific terms of reasonable a·nd seasonable
~

visitation with the minor children.

t

94

Basicall¥.this allows

ihe parents to adopt their own program an4 l~ave~ most con
trol with the custodial parent •. Family Services becomes
1nvolv~d

t'e~s;

wh,en parents have serious problems with

~uch

and develops a specific program of visitation,

p,rogram becomes'

general'
-Such a

a written' plan whieh both par,ents are' h~lp,ed

... ""~

~
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;.,

As with custody

to accept and use to" benefi t the children.

adqition~l

evaluations, individual families may require the
I*':

"".

services of attorneys and poss'ibly a 'formal court hearing.
In both 'areas of custody and visitation

p~oblems

faced by divorcing families, the Department of Family Serv
ices has a goal of reducing the conflict and assisting. the
individuals directly involved to more objectively,plan. for
their fu ture.
Counseling programs reach only those family situa
tions that have progressed 'to

~

serious stage of 'conflict.

In a sense these could be termed rehabilitative services.
broader approach and one that most service

ag~ncies

A

do to a

degree, is the preventive services associated with education
al programs.

Family Services has .att'empted through several

allied activities to address marriage and "family problems on
this broader scale.

Individual counselors have met with

various. public groups to discuss mahy

~acets

of family

lif~.

Many different research programs have been conducted using
'both !1g'ency

clien~s'

and counseling staff.

For seve'ral years

.J3tudents have re·ceived intern'ship supervision from Family'
S~rv1ces.

These students haye included ,lay persons, social,

. workers-! psychologists, and child psychiat.rists'.,
Future prospects for Family Sevvicea will be tied.
to changes in the broader social institutions.
Services will continue toope'rate witb
grams now functionit}g.
marry, and

rema~ry,

t~e

Family

SB:Ine basic pro

Hetero-s'exual pairs conttt;.u·e to

in larger

a~d

larger'numbers.

The~e·

"".~

.....

..
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;.
inti~ate

relationships will continue to develop problems and

such problems lead people to seek solutions.
r
I:

The court

structure dealing with family problems is well entrenched and
has the support, 1n varying degrees, of society.

These two,

forces meet in the court-connected programs of Family
Services.
The first change that seems' likely to effect pro
gra~s

of

within Family Service is the new' Count'y reorganization

d~partments.

In the past the counseling programs

tensively related to the Domestic. Re,lations

Cou~~

and

w~~e

ex

~or

t'he

most part were physically housed near the Court rooms. county
plans call for a much broader geographic spread to service
delivery' and much of Family Services counseling efforts will
occur away from the Courthouse.
A second area of new policy for County government
involves greater use of multi-discipline teams to provide a
broad variety of services to res,ident,s of the County.

1.n all

,

:J.t.kel ih90d, . Family Services counselors will
t

..,

!Jo

,

b~

.

reaponsi-ble to

some degree in working'on teams ,with other professionals
represented.

Current thinking has teams with Community

Health Nurses, Mental Health Counselors, Juvenile
selors

~nd

Adult Parole and Probation. Officers.

will certainly open a new
service for the Family
.~n

are~.of

Cour~

Coun...

These teams

counseling or consultaiion

$~rvices profe~sional.

'

the pa~t the staff .have occasionaily off~red

short- term ,counsel ing using a ,group modal i ty.··· Several cur,,:,
rent staff members, .have discussed the need ro'r such ~ service

~-'

b
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~

as part of the on-going program for Famlly Services.
interest,

coupl~d

This

with the potential of increased referrals

('

~~

from multi-discipline teams, will cer,tainly result in much
greater use of group counseling.
The first groups formed may be canposed of individ

(

uals experiencing considerable difficulty in adjusting to the
loss of their marital partner as a result of divorce.
Service~

Family

has identified sizeable numbers of such clients and

on a tlme.. available criteria have provided limited counseling
t

ass1sta~ce.

;~

~,\ \~~

Preliminary plans already call for the identifi

oation of such persons and two counselors may pool their
ourrent dlvorce9 clients into such a group_
Fees for service have been a mUlch discussed theme
within County government.

For several years the Mental

Health Clinic has used a sliding fee scale with its clien
tele.

Family Services staff have discussed such a theme but

hav.e nCi)t ,ma.de efforts to tmpiement J3uch a 'cbange _ wtth . ta;x
"

t

,

mon~es beco~lng

,

even

(

'

"

mo~e ~carce,

it' seems

.~.nev1ta'ble

that

fees will become part of the practice for Family Services.
Some families have

ne~d

of and request

times outside of the 9: 00 - 5: 00 workday.
,lng a

p~ogra.m

app~intment

Withou t fo;rmaliz-'

individual counselors have sporadically'

provided. limited evening and Saturday ap'p01ntme'nt times to
meet this need.

There are no,w more counselors available and

aome indications from

adminis~ratlve.

staff witn the County'to

'formalize,evening and weekend apP9intment times.

On~

person

nas also sugges'te'd a 24-hour service .for, severe 'domestic

·
leo
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t.fo!

crises.

Currently these family problems are left to the law

enforcemen,t agencies or hospitals.
~

Considering the acuteness

of many such family outbursts, that is a high likelihood of
violence even to the point of homicide, services patterned
after Suicide Prevention would seem

Domestic

produc~ive.

crises services wou,ld also create a closer working re;1ation
ship between Family
departments.

Servi~es

Interventi~n
.~

'.

..

and the two local police

~nto

family conflict at this early
s~rvicea,

point could be c6nsidered preventive

if the coun

.

,

seling efforts are successful in reversing the spiral of
family breakdown.
Earlier intervention of counseling services could
also come about frQm two other
contemporary
d.evelopments.
.
..
\..

:.,

First, the
erized.

Court legal

Circ~it

~iles,

are current

non-c~mp~t

All legal suits are assigned numbers , in numerical
,

order regardless of the type of action.

With computerization

the ability to identify divorGe. filings and extract mailing
.
~d.dresses,for

,

the spouses can be easily, accqmplished. 'In

past, plan,S to mail

~nformation

relating to the

~he

~vailability

of coun~eling to divorci~g families has been, thwarted by the
problems of identifying the couples.
could' be,

particular~y

Sec~nd.t

Early interventio'n

helpful.

early

:lnt~rv~nti~n

using a

br~ader eduaa~

tional program seems quite ,possible w~th the,."devel~pment of
cable television.

Increased accessibility

to.televis~on

, wi ~bou t, cos t wou~d allow for }family Serv i,ces to deve~op a,

;program .aimed at encouraging

ra,mi~ies. wi th "problE;:m~.,

to' seek

1:.
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~

outside assistance.

The program could also deal wIth the

problems experienced after divorce wnen children are faced
,.:.'

with developing ways of'living with two families.

j"i::

With even greater numbers of children experiencing
divorce, services in this area need greater

deve~opment.

Family Services and its ties to the Domestic Relations Court

..

are located at a key'point for developing new
new services are likely to involve gr'eater
wi th serious problems
p!:l..r ent.

betw,ee~

progr~~s.

Such

fol~ow-through

'

children and their custodial

Qlrrent practice is to end' 'service (a few exceptions
.: .. ,

occur) 'when the divorce decree is finalized by the CO'l)rt.
Many 'parents
have limited
capacity to care for their minor
.
.
children and yet are sufficiently
s~urces

Ju~enile

~rovided

with other re

as to not qualify for on-going services by the
Court, State Children's S~rvices, or ,Public Welfare.

Ftl.ture developments could find counselo·rs from Family
Servic~s

providing s'ervices t'o such fami11,es after their

d1vorce.
'Changing

s~x

gend·ered ,roles, . values and att1tuqes

have resulted in fathers playing a much greater part 1n the
care of 1ntants and young,children.
fathers' seeking

cus~ody

DlvQ~ce

of young children ~

finds these
Family Services

currently responds to custody issues only where both'parents
.

~eek

legal custody in

divor~e.

Where, only

~ne

parent asks

.the Court for custody, evaluative and counseling
not

or'fer~"d.

se~vices

Twice, in the la:st year, 'fathers have,

~ought

CUS,:pbdy of infants without the child fS mother ,contesting.

are

.......

-"

s.
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Ji&

Both situations were viewed as

possib~y

Court and referred to Family Services.
f'

inapprqpriate by the
It appears likely

this will lead to a program requiring, in some form, that

<

I

Family Services review non-contested custody programs for
young children.
f.

In the past most divorces

f~und

at

le~st

one attor

t

ney involved with preparing the legal forms necessary to' ,
effect the Court ,action.

At,torneys are Officers of

~

and professionals with an established code of ethics.,

Court,
The

Domestic Relations Court judges have assumed the attorney
would not be party to a grossly inappropriate custodial pro
•

'. ~ ~ .'

',.

l.

Recent sentiment ~galnst the fees ch~rged

$ram for children.

by a.ttorneys have resul ted in many childless couple,s to fil
,~

;

ing their own divorce' forms.

These 'non-attorney

involve~ents

,',

may in the future extend to couples with' children.
occur, it is h1ghly likely Family
asked by the Courts to'rev1ew
nes~

of such non-contested

Service~

~and,comment

If these

~ill ~gain

on the

be

appropriate~

situatlons~

Recent lesls1ation{ 2)' now allows for the judge t.o
appq1nt an attorney to represent the children during their
parent~'

divorce.

With this

th~rd

attorney in t,he advocary,

process, the role of Family Services during tpe formal'trial
f

·

"

/

lll;a~ be "gr'eatly i'ncreased.::

,been used as

~ 'wltn~ss

Where the ch1ldren
could be 'called
c'hl~dren

t

a~

h~ve

,.His torlcally, the' 'counsel'oI' has ,

for the pet1t1qner
legal

~r

r~pr~s,entatlon

the ,respondent.
the counselor'

a 'witness for the chilq.ren.

Too, the

sa tto,rney m-ight be freer to call ot-her witnesses
,.
.,

".,.
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,~,

The Family Services counselor could sug

for the children.

gest important persons to the individual situation as well as
f'

Fe

assist the children's attorney to develop lines of question
ing to

brin~

before the judge broader information.

Visitation between children and

thei~

non-custodial

F>

,:-

parent have received some attention by Family Services.
is an area with great

p~sslbilities

This

for service in the future.

Most divorced families are left to their own devices to ad
j~s~

visitation to meet the changing needs of children.

counseling staff of ,Family

Serv~ces

The

have developed considera

ole kno,wledge re:la ted to this area and cou ld provi.de an '

•

I

educational-styled program to share this information with
divorced families.
Closely related to issue of conf11ct around visita
tion is the payment of child support.

CUrrently Family

Services are not involved in problems of ch'ild support.

Each

County has responsibility for providing legal assistance to"
-

,

Qhlldren (usually through
the parent 'with legal' qustody)
'.
..

arounQ the securing of

financi~l

support from their parents.

This responsibility is exercised through the District
Attorney's office and tends to be ,focused on oontempt of
court procedures.

If a parent is found in

~oritempt

o.f a

court order, they can and sometimes are sentenced to a short
period of jail.

~ ture

deyelopm,ents could find

~~milY

Services working with both the District- AttomeY,8t:1d the
Parole and'Probation
process.

Office~

to

develo~ alte~natives

to this

::l!.
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.~

The District Attorney is also charged with legal'
responsibility in matters of establishing paternity.' Several
t

broad social forces such as increased numbers of non-legal

t

marriages and legal r1ghts of unmarried fathers may offer
opportunities for Family Services to provide social services
i'

adjuncture to the legal process.

I....

New forms of family groups are

~lso

being experi

mented with by sub-groups with the larger society.

Children

born into tbese groups may require new approaches if the
~xp~riment

breaks down and individual members seek to change

their styles.

The services

of

Family 'Services appear more

responsive to change than the more authoritarian model of the
legal institutions and

ma~

respond with new services to such

breakdowns.
Remarriages of parents,
result in la,rge numbers of
.
,

families having step-relationsh,ips.' These, blended family
systems face unusual' adult-child 'proQlems'.

Even today Family

Se,rvices be~omes a service' to a few such situ,ations as they
return to Court f9r

modif1ca~ion

'of divorce decrees. 'Future

programs aimed directly at this population group seems a
natwral ,outgrowth of curren't trends.

, Marital partners experiencing problems ahd 'divorced,
adt;tlts with 'unsolved. conflicts are requesting"cbuns,eling
services in the broader co.mmunity.
-ing a market for priv?te

These results are. provid

prac~lcing counselo~s

'counselors are beginning to develop a
The Oregon' Association of

Ma~riage

an4

th~se

fo~al or~aniz~t10n.

and Family Qoun'selors is, a '

:1'.
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I,

growing body, with interest in licensing and regulating
through legislation.

Such changes could have far reaching

r

effects on ,Family Services.

,

I"

of competent

c9u~selors

avai~ability

As' a beginning the

will lead. to greater referral by

Fam1ly Services'.' . Later developments will hopefully aid :1n
f.

kee~1ng

a high standard of service for Family Services even

1n the fact of

r~stricted

governmental spending.

Other changes of State laws could have direct
effects on the function of Family

r

Servi~,es.

Current laws

dealing with both Concil,iation. Services and CUstody Evalua
~

,tions are enabl~ng in nature.
I

~

That is, County government may

•

provide such adjuncture services to the Courts sitting in
'j

their County.

Should these laws become mandatory as sug
governm~nts

gested'bya few judges, all County

within Oregon

would establish agenci.es similar to Family Services.

Formal

E?xchanges, training of st'aft, and, broader o~ganization ,
programs would po doubt 'result

MultnQmah County Family

~or

Services,.
Other changes of

la~i,

esp'ecially the adoption of 'a

Uniform Divorce Law for all 50 states could lead to more
national organizational efforts,

c~os~ly

akin' to 'that dls

cusaed' for Oregon.
: To this point' we have discussed continued humanis
tic .ch~nges as t!ley would'affect Family Services' fut~re
,

development.
.

"

With some .'reversais· of this mood
on several
.
"

~

,~ro'nts:, such as New York f s ,laws, rela,ted" '~o qrJ.igs, callfo,r

nla f s approach' to Public welf~r~~ and ci't1zens r~'act10n'

!'".
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throughout the United states towards the death penalty for
capital crill.1es , divorce and soc1al service.s for these s i tua
I~'

tions could easily be made very restrictiv'e.

A quick swing.

of history's pendulum'and twenty years of development such
as discussed 1.n this project cmld be brought to a close.
f.

In closing the discussion of future prospects, re

'(

,cent

poli~y

changes by the Board 9f County

resulted in the

d~velopment

Comm~ssioners

has

of a county-wide program aimed at

measurement and formal evaluation.
Evaluation is now in exist·ence.

An Office of Planning and

This: staff reports directly

to tne Board and have been' charged with developing a system
('

of. measur.1ng productivi ty.

Sophisticated evaluations' are
m8:n~gers

a,reating needs for ind.ivid.ual program

to ,reorganize

'''1

elements of their service delivery . and to, d;evelop instru
.'

ments to

mea~~re

~erms

output other than in'

of caseloads.

Family Services is currently d1~cu,s~ing method:F> of measuring
outcomes of
,

couns~ling.
/

As' a system become's operational this

may result 1n changes within their

progr~~.

Regardless of the future prospects for
,

,

,

~amily

.

Services, they will ,measure their developments and a computer
will analyze, store and spew

fo~th'its

print-outs.'

We feel

the" basic programs now operating al?e es,sen-tial fo.r, society
and. that they provide support for family development.
fully the future will support
to citizens.

rath~r

Hope

than limit such services

~,
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CHAPTER NOTES

I'"~

statu~es,

1.

Oregon Revised

107.105.

2.

Oregon Revised statutes, 107.425.

:»;
('

:t

CHAPTER IX

'r'
~:
:.

J

11

CRITIQUE:

11

Reviewing this study identifies several areas where

~

~

'v·

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

additional efforts were needed as

we~l

as problems encounter

ed that limit the quality of the completed project.
'it

These

limitations will be briefly outlined 'to' hopefully assist
future researchers in their study of ,dynamic

sys~ems.

The broad design followed in collecting the
:

.

l'

mp.terial for th.e study failed to i.nclude a plan for obtaintng

.'

~

and presenting a sense of htstorical perspective around the

.)

points of change with Fam.tly Services·.

Since this agen cy is

a small system linked to the court and community the changes
~etter

in progI1am could have been

unders'tood if the study

had included information relating to at least these two
dynamic forces.
A second oversight in design ,occurred

i~

collecting

information from personal interviews with the Circuit Court
Judges and the former directors.
completely
was

unstruct~red

rec~rded

using a

and

w~thout

portabl~

length not transcribed.

These
a

'lnt~rviews

specift~

were

focus.

tape reoorder but due

Each

to

their'

FUrther researchers are cautioned in

this area and urged to develop. a s tructl:l'r~d interview ~ith
easy transcrib:+ng potential.

If· possible" 'this ,Qata ,collec

tion. design shoul,d also build in the pos'sibiltty
one follow-up interview.

fo~

at least

The last design,problem occurred

around the d,evelopment ,'of a time table for the study.

The

{"'>
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~
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:"

study group failed to set up a clear beginning and E7nding
date so were caught up with studying a system in-motion.
During the sixteen months the study was in progress, Family

...

Services continued to function as an open system.

:..

subtle changes

,"
:'

w~re'

As such,

occurring which caused toe s t,udy to never

have a c9mp1eted quality.

Although an ending date appears

artificial, we believe it would have been of assistance had
it been established before the study began.

~

The agency itself presented limitations for such a
historical review.

The most serious limit was the absence of

recorded material.

The agency maintains almost no correspon-'

~ence

files and only minimal, material on

policy statements.

form~l

~udlcial

Generally agency documents are oriented

towards individual client services rather than broader pro
gram goals or formal policy.

Even the data collection sys

tems for case reportins" are limited and deals primarily with
numbers served ra ther than resul ts. :
There were no annual reports, minutes of meetings,
or year'by year written budget

propos~ls.,

place great stress on describing the

-These

~gency

11mltatlon~

and requires a1

most exclusive use of members of the staff and their memory
bf what happened historically.
The final limitati6n is'not easy to
involves the three authors of the study.
or are employed by the agency studied.

d1~cuss

as lt

All three have been
Being on the staff of

FamIly Services had to create subtle biases in studying '''our
agency.• "

It also had to influence the material pro111d.ed 'Us

..
I
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a.

ce.
"

by the staff, former directors, and the judges.

We antici

pated this problem from the beginning and attempted to 'remain

,.1;.

~

objective throughout.

'tve feel' we were successful for the,

1

...

most part but would recommend that future resear.chers not

t-

attempt to study systems in which they are an integral part

,.

.
J,

unless they are willing to live with such limits.:
In closing this study we would address the positive

~

.'

points of our efforts.

1'

f'

history of
study.

?

S~nce

We have pulled together a ten-year

small public agency and provided a document for
th'is is the first attempt Family Services has

made to look at its development 1n a

,~ystematic

manner, this

study CQuld be cons,idered the b~ginning df a n'ew awareness.
Hopefully Family Services will continue to record its
development.

It is a worthy project.

I

I

,

)
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~

~
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OREGO~
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CONCILIATION LAW

t

....

CONCILIATION SERVICES

1

:;.
~

1".
.t

...

1

;..
t
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107.510 Definitions.
to 107.610:

As used in ORS 21.112 and 107.510

(1) If Concilia tion jurisdiction ,t means domes tic rela
tions conciliation Jurisdiction and authority referred to
under ORS 21.112 and exe~cised under 107.510 to 107.610 by a
circuit court in any controversy existing between spouses
which may, unless a reconci1iation or a settlement of the
controversy is effected, result in the dissolution or annul
ment of the marriage or in ~isruption of the household.
(2') "Concil'iation services" means domestic ~elati'ons
counseling ,and' related services obtained ,by a circuit court
exercising conciliation jurisdiction and used by the court 'in
exercising that jurisdiction.
'
.

~_:

. ti '.

~

I

(3)' "Domesttc relations suit" nXeans suit for dissoltt
tion of,'the marriage contract, annulmer:it of <the marriage or
separa'tion' from bed and board.
(1963 c. 434 1: 1971 c 280 ,24)
:

~

,107.520 Establishment of-conciliation jurisdiction.
The ~ircui t, court for any cO'll;nty or the circui t 'courts of
more than' one county comprising a judicial district after
m~k1ng a determination that the ,social condit10n~ of the
county or district make it desirable to e'stabli'Sh concilia
tion, services for the' full and proper conSideration of'
dome,st1c r.elations suits filed in ,such county or d1~trict
may exercise' ,conciliation jurisdictlpn and 'obtain, use and
provide conciliation services referred to in ORS 21.112 and
exercised under ORS 107.510- to 107.610. Arter con~iliation
jur1sdictiqn has been established the"circuit court or
courts, of such county or dis tric-t may a t any t,ime determine
tha t the need for such service does not warrant its continu- ,
ance and terminate the same.
(1963 c ,,434 2; 1965 ~ 625 1; 1971 c 2,80 25)' "
,107'.530 Source of conciliation', serv1~es; county to pay
expenses. (1) A circui t court or the' circuit courtf? of a
judi91al district exercising conciliation jurisdiction may
obtain conciliation services by:
(a)

Ehlployi,ng or contracting for counselors and other
or'
.

(0)

Contracting or entering into agreements with p~b1ic

p~rsonriel;

~
j

lit.

~

.'

,<::...

III!.

::..
.e

I:"

or private agencies to provide conciliation services to the
court or courts.
(2) Subject to the provisi9ns of the Local Budget Law,
the compensations and expenses of personnel performing con
ciliation services for the circuit court or courts and other
expenses of providing conciliation services may be paid by
the county or as may be agreed upon between the counties in
volved.

(1963 c 434

3;

1965 c 625

2)

~

j

f
I'

r

107.540 Conciliation jurisdiction by court; effect.
Whenever any domes tic reIa tions, sui t is commenced in a cir"';
cuit cOllrt exercising conciliat'ion Jurisdiction and provid
ing' conci1iation"services, the"court may, in its discretion,
exercise conciliation jurisdiction 0ver the controversy and
bver the parties thereto and all persons having any relation
to the controversy, If, within 45 days afte~ the'court
commences to exercise conciliation jurisd.iction., a reconcili
ation or a sett1e~ent of the controv~~sy has not been effect
ed, the domestic relatlons suit shall proceed as' if the court
had,not ex~rcised conciliation jurisdiction.
(1963 c ,434 4j '1971, c 280, 26)
j

,

107.550 Petition for conciiliation jurisdiction; ,
contents. (1) Whenever, either spouse 0r both spouses file
in a circuit court exercising cpnc11iat1on jurisdictiori and
providing conciliation services a petition reqy.esting the
court to exercise conciliati9n jurisdiction with respect to
a ,controversy existing between the sp6~sesJ the court shall.
exercise cQnci~iati()n juris,diction oy'er the con troversy and'
over th~'pa~ties thereto and all persoQs'hav1hg arty r~lation
to the controversy.
(2)

The petition shalli
'(a) Allege that a controversy exists b.etween the
spouses and request the,aid of the c6urt to effect
a reco'ncilia'tioD or a settlement on the contro
versy:
(b) S'tate ,the name, address and age of eaah spouse
and the date and plac~ of ~arriage;
(c.) . Sta te the name, addres,s and age of each, minor
child ~f the spouses or ~~~her spouse~
( cl), state, if, kno'wn, whether a d9mes t,ie rela tions·
suit involving the -same marriage, is' pending in any
other court in this or any otb~r's~~te, and

(e)

StQ.te ,such other 1nforma tion a·s,,' the court, by

~
j

I/:.

....

rule, may require •

','
~

(3)

No fee shall be char~ed for filing the petition.
5; 1965 c 625 3)

(1963 c 434

t
ife

107.560 Effect of petition. A petition may be filed
,under ORS 107.550 wh~ther or not a domestic relations suit in
which the spouses are parties has been commenced. When a
petition for conciliation jurisdiction is filed no trial or
hearing on the merits of a domestic relations suit between
the parties shall be had until after the expiration of 45
d.ays from the filing of the petition; provided, however, that
d\.'!.rlng this period the court may use' its, full equi ty powers
to protec:t and preserve the ri~hts of the spOUE?es.
(1963 c 434 6; 1965 c 625 4)
,'

1"
f
".,

I~

I!C

,(

107-570 Notice; attendance at hearings.' When ,a ,circuit
c'ourt undertakes to exer'cise conciliatibt:} juriadicti,on "
pursuant to ORS 107,.540 Qr 107.550, l.t shail ref'er the matter'
ta> the. co'nc11ia tion ser-\tices provided by· the' Court,. 'The
9~urt ~hall cause notice to be giveh .to the spouses of the
undertaking to exercise conciliation, jurisdiction and the
authority therefo'r, whether \l.nde;r ORS 107.540 or, 107.550,
and of the time and place of ~ny hea~ing, conference or
other proc~~din:g sched.uled pu.rsuant to-the exerclse of con...
91l1ation jurtsdlction.' The ~court may require ,th,e attenda.nce
of' ,'tne spouses and of witnesses as, in other civil cases'.
'( 1963 ~ 43L~ 7)
,,'.
'
",
107.580

Restrtctlon of $ervic,es; priority where Ghild
Whenever a circuit court determines that the
conciiiation services provided by it are 'not ~dequate for the
proper disposition of all mltters that may'be referred to the
serv1~e5 under ,ORS 107.570~ the court, by rul~, 'may restrict
~he ,eervices prqvided, but shall give priority 'to controver...
s1es in whiohthe spouses have children under 15 years of age
whose welfare is 'involved 1n the outcome of the controversy.
~1963 c 431 8)
,
,
ren'lnvblv~d.

."

107.590 Court orders; reconciliation agreements. (1) A
circ.u1t court undertaking to,exe~cise conci11ation jur1sdlc
tton pursu(int to ORS 107.540 or 107.550, with the consent of
the spou~es, may 'make orders w.i th respect to the conduct of
the spouses and with respect to the 'subJect of the contt:over
5y as it considers necessary to presetve the marriage or to
implement the reconciliation of th,e spouses; b-q,t an order
shall not be ~ffective f.or.more than 60 days unless the
spouses cons,ent to' a continuation of the. order.
I
I

!

\'

"'l

~

~

-
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~
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(2) any reconciliation agreement between the spouses
may be reduced to writing, and, with the consent of the
spouses, the court may make an order requiring the spouses
to comply fully with the agreement.
(3) The court may at any time terminate or modify any
order previously m8de.

(1963 c 434

9;

1965 c 625 ' 5)

107.600 Privacy of hearing; confidentiality of communi
cations; records closed. (1) All hearings~ conferences and
other proceedlngs held pursuant to circuit cou,rt exercise of
cone,illation jurisdiction pursua,nt to ORS 107.540 or 107.550
shall be held 1n private, and all per,sons other' than Officers
of the court, conciliation services personnel, the spouses"
their counsel and witnesses shall be' exclud'ed.
(2) All communications, 'verbal or written, between
spouses an'd from spouses to counselors, the 'court, attorneys,
doctors or, others engaged; in the conc111.a tion I proce'edlngs:,
made'in conciliation conferences, hearings and at-he-r proceed
ings had pursuant to the exercise of the 'court ts conciliation
jUrisd1dt1on shall be confidential within the.meaning.of
paragraph ~(e) of subsection (I} of' DRS 44.040.
..
.
(3)

All

reco~ds

of the

co~rt

with respect to exercise

qf Gonciliation jurisdiction shall be·closed. 'However, any

petition filed under ORS 107.550, any written reconciliation
agreement between the spouses and any court order made in
the matt~r may be opened to inspection by either spouse or
his counsel upon written authorization by a judge of·the
court.
.
(1963 c 434 10; 1965 c 625 6)

107.610 Qualifications of conciliation counselors.
Persons performing conciliation services referreci to in ORS
21.112' and exercised under ORS 107.510 to 107.610 shall have
minimum educational and experience qualifications of a
m9stert~ degree 1n the behavioral ~cienceSj or a bachelor's
degree and one year's graduat~ training, both in the behav
ioral sciences plus two year~ paid case work. or clinical
experiencej or a bachelor's degree in the behavioral sciences
p1~s four years' paid case work or clinical· experience.
(1963 c 434 12; 1971 c 280 27):

:e

In the Circuit Court ,of the State of Oregon

~

FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY SERVICES
Conciliation Services
Department of Domestic Relations

f::,
......

I

..

I

Upon the petition of

PETITION FOR CONCILIATION

:.
Applicant

CC

<,

r

D

and concerning
SpOllse

(,

The applicant in the above entitled cause respectfully rcp(~sents to the Judge of the above entitled Court:
I!.

A controversy exists between the above named husband and wife, and the aid Of the Court is requested to effect a reconciliation or an amicable settle
If!~nf ohuch con trovCrsy.
.
AppU.;ant·s mallin, address is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-..:._ _ _ _ _ _..;,..._ _...:-_ _ _~_ _ _.....;._.:._ __=__ __..:.._ _ _......:._

(

~.

Applicant's phone number

Asc ____

d.o.b.

Sp6p~~mailWladd"ss-----_-------------------~-------------------------Spouse's'phon\: number b
~atc

d.o.b.

and place of marriage ___________________________________

Do you have minor children? No_ Yes _'_

If so, the name and d.o.b. of each chUd. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Is tb~re a dl$solution pending in this State? _ _ __
Th~

Age _ _ __

in any ather State? ___________

names and addreues of other pefsons who have a relation to tbe controversy. and who are also named as respondents herein. arc:

VOJl,~,ap'plicapr pr~s, th"t thi~Honorable Court make such orders in respect to the copd..ct of the hu~band and wife ~nd the su bjcc~ matter of the con

....

trov~rsy· as the COI.lJt deems necessafY to preserve that marriage, effect a reconciliation of tlie husband and wife, Dr an ;unjcable, settlement of the
controYC1'Jies involved.

1~lItify that. mat, this 'pctition in good faith with the hope of effecting a reconciliation with my

(h~l~band) (wife); I promise that for at least
45 dayufter the Court tl!;cepts jurisdiclit>n to Icnd :lid in reconciliutioll.l wi\) not do anything to 'prejudice the interest of my (husband) (wife); tll:l'
I ,,1m not co~ceal, divert or dispo~ of any asset in wllkh my (husband) (wife) has, or plans to ha~e. an interest: that I pr9misc to do my Ulmost in
effectl'ng an amicabie settlement of the controversies presently existing in my family.

Da'cj;l:

at

•Oregon.

;JPpliCllfft" Signature

I~ ttorney ,lor Spom,e. (if (my)

A ttome,. fo, Applicant (if any)

Address

Addre$'

thone Number

Phone Number

:PETITION· FOR ~ONGIL~ATION

~

~

APPENDIX C

,"'"
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ORS 107.425 Investigation of parti'es ..!E. domestic
relations suits involving welfare of'chil:drenj counsel for
children j staff. (i) Whenever a dom~s tic rela,t:tons su it is
fl1~dJ or whenever a habeas corpus proceeding or motion to
modify an existing decree in a domestic relations suit is
brought before the court, the court, having jU'risd-iction may,
~n cases where there are minor child~en involved, cause an
investigation to be made as to the cnaracter, family rela
tions, past conduct, earning ability and financial worth of
the parties to the suit for the purpose'of protecting the
children's future interest. The court may defer the entry of
a fin~l decree until the court is sa tisfied tnc;tt i ts de~,ree
will,properly pr9tect the welfare of such children. 'l'he·in
v·est1:gative findlngs shall be offered as and subject to all
the rules 0f evidence.

....
...
I

"r..
t:!'

t
r

r
t

(2)
.""'>

Tbe court, on its own motion, may:
(a) Cite either party to the suit to appear and
testify as a witness during the investigation;
and

,
\

(b) Appoint counsel for the children. A
reasonable f,ee for an a ttorney so appointe,d may
be charged against either or both of the parties
or as a cost of the proceedings.
(3) The court having jurisdiction of cases qescribed
in sUbsection (1) of this ~ection may hire and affix the"
salaries of such professional and .clerical personnel as are
necessary to carry out the purpose.s of this section,. The'
salaries of the professional and clerical assistants shall
be paid in the same manner as the salaries of .county officers
are· paid.

Ie
!
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APPENDIX D
A CO STODY STUDY

A descr1ptive and informative' statement for the client of the
cus tody process.
We have prepared this statement for our clients and'
their attorneys concerning what happens when the Court orders
the Fam1ly Consultant Office to conduct a custody study. An
order for a custody study is agreed upon by both attorneys
and the Court, and after the study they receive copies of the
report. The counselor or counsel,Ors who have worked with the
family may be questioned about the report in court by either
attorney, and the parents may be present during the question
ing.

PURPOSE OF CUSTODY 'STUDIES
'In a 'cu'stody study we try to decide wh1:-ch parent can
'best provide a home that meets the children's individual
needs. Important factors ~o consider are: the personalities
of the, parents and ch~ldren, the quality ot' the relationship
between them, the growing needs of each Child, (considering
ag,~, ahd sex), the -c'hilqren' s preferences whe,n: tfletr age and,
maturity permit, and the practicality of each parent's
c:U,s tody plans.
./"

, This is obviously a complicated operation because each
parent -- by human nature -- has bo'th favorable and unfavor
able qualities. ,Also, because a grQwing child's needs change
Quring his development and the paret:'lts" situations 'cha.ng~, it
is poss ible' that recommenda tions for paren tai :cus tody 'cou Id
change in t~me.
'
Remember that a custody study does not find one parent
fit and the other unfit; we find, 1n most cases, that both
parents are able custodians.
WHAT THE COURT COUNSELOR DOES
,The ordinary procedure is for the counselor to interview
both parents at length. Often the children are interviewed
and,. when practical, the childre~ and parents are s.een to
gether.. References interviewed are usually limited to
professional persons -- teachers, school counselors, qlergy
men, social workers, docto~s and psychiatri~ts --. who have
been close to the family.
'
In general, we do not interview frienq,s and neighbors
because we have found their testimony is les's biased and more
meaningful if given' 1n court unger legal rules. However, we
,may selectively intervi~w friends or neigpbors if they qave

~

f
,.....

,!!'

1"'"

specific information which may clarify the case.
.
Oc,casionally one parent will as~ a counselor to make an
unscheduled visi t to the' other pa'rent t s home to observe im
proper child care. We. have no rule against such visits and
do make them when they seem appropriate. On rare occasions
they are helpful. But most often we have found suc.h visits
inefficient and unrevealing; therefore, we car~rully con
sider doing this.
,

1

.~

r

It is important to remember tha4 a custody study is a
social evaluation by a social worker and not by a detective.
We do not get evidence by following people or by watching
their homes. Under special circums ta,nces such methods may be
appropriate for 'proving a case in court, but these' are not
the methods of our profession. And, as a ,rule, we do not try
to prove or disprove allegations because this is done more
effectively in court.
We know our study is not always the only factor' to be
considered in a 'cus tody decision. Evidence ga thered by
surveillance and the testimony of witnesses not interviewed
by the counselor may also be meaningful and may add another
d imens ion to the cas'e.
Our department offers various services for parents who
want to understand themselves and their families better.
These methods often help parents resolve their. custody
differences, separate on friendly terms and remain effective
par.ents,even though they are divorced; A counselor is avail
able to discuss these matters with interested parents or
attorneys.

./

.,.

